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Abstract
With the extensive development of information and communication technologies and vertical industry applications, industrial IoT (IIoT) systems are expected to enable a wide variety of applications, including advanced manufacturing, networked control, and smart supply
chain, which all exclusively hinge on the efficient cooperation and coordination among the
involved IIoT machines and infrastructures. The ubiquitous connection among IIoT entities
and the associated exchange of collaborative information necessitate the achievement of accurate network synchronization, which can guarantee the temporal alignment of the critical
information. To enhance the temporal correlation of heterogeneous devices in large-scale IIoT
systems, this thesis aims at designing industry-oriented network synchronization protocols in
terms of accuracy improvement, resource-saving, and security enhancement with the assistance
of learning-based methods.
Initially, the real-time timestamps and historical information of each IIoT devices are collected and analyzed to explore the varying rate of the skew (VRS) at each enclosed clock.
K-means clustering algorithm is adopted to organize the distributed devices into a few groups,
and each of them is assigned with an optimized synchronization frequency to avoid potential
resource waste while ensuring synchronization accuracy. Historical VRS values are further
utilized as the identification of each clock for providing verification information so that the security against message manipulation attacks during network synchronization can be enhanced.
Moreover, a digital twin-enabled clock model is established by comprehensively investigating the characteristics of each clock with diversified operating environments. A cloud-edgecollaborative system architecture is orchestrated to enhance the efficiency of data gathering
and processing. With the assistance of the accurate estimation generated by the digital twin
model for each clock, the situation-awareness of network synchronization is enhanced in terms
of a better understanding of the clock feature and necessary synchronization frequency. Meanii

while, since temporal information generated at each local IIoT devices are efficiently gathered
at the edge devices, the effect of packet delay variation is significantly reduced while the synchronization performance under various network conditions can be guaranteed.
To further reduce the network resource consumption and improvement the performance
under abnormal behaviors during network synchronization, a passive network synchronization protocol based on concurrent observations is proposed, where timestamps are exchanged
without occupying dedicated network resources during synchronization. The proposed scheme
is established based on the fact that a group of IIoT devices close to each other can observe
the same physical phenomena, e.g., electromagnetic signal radiation, almost simultaneously.
Moreover, multiple relay nodes are coordinated by the cloud center to disseminate the reference time information throughout the IIoT system in accomplishing global network synchronization. Additionally, a principal component analysis-assisted outlier detection mechanism is
designed to tackle untrustworthy timestamps in the network according to the historical observation instants recorded in the cloud center. Simulation results indicate that accurate network
synchronization can be achieved with significantly reduced explicit interactions.

Keywords: Network synchronization, low overhead, intelligent clustering, digital twin,
edge-cloud collaborative computing, Industrial Internet of things systems, concurrent observation, reliability enhancement
iii

Lay Summary
Industrial Internet of things (IIoT) plays a critical role in achieving the next industrial revolution, i.e., industry 4.0. A wide variety of applications ranging from advanced manufacturing to wirelessly networked control enabled by IIoT systems exclusively rely on the seamless
collaboration among the IIoT devices. Clock synchronization, as one of the enablers to improve the temporal correlation among the distributed devices, should be exclusively designed
for the industrial environment considering its intrinsic features. Although multiple synchronization protocols are already designed for residential IoT systems, the incurred high network
overhead, insufficient achievable accuracy, and lacking security mechanisms will inevitably
deteriorate the overall performance of the IIoT systems. Consequently, to further enhance the
overall performance of the synchronization in IIoT systems, industry-oriented clock calibration protocols are designed in the thesis from three aspects. Initially, the varying rate of skew
is thoroughly explored to find out the ideal synchronization strategy for each IIoT device in
terms of synchronization frequency and security enhancement. Moreover, digital twin-assisted
comprehensive clock models are established for the distributed clocks according to their timestamps generated under diversified operating environments. The synchronization accuracy and
cost-efficiency can fully improved benefit from the better understanding of the clock behavior. Finally, a passive clock synchronization protocol based on common observations with
enhanced security is designed to eliminate the dedicated network resource allocated for clock
synchronization without sacrificing the synchronization accuracy.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Overview of Industrial Internet of Things Systems

The fast convergence of information and communication technologies (ICT) and vertical industrial applications is promoting the advent of the fourth industrial revolution and industrial
Internet of things systems (IIoT), aiming at enhancing the efficiency, productivity, and reliability of the industrial applications [1] [2]. In virtue of the advanced enabling technologies in
IIoT and cyber-physical systems (CPS), the ubiquitous connectivity, seamless interactions, and
distributed collaborations among IIoT infrastructures lay the foundation of the fruitful evolution for traditional industrial systems. Figure 1.1 shows the typical architecture of a large-scale
IIoT system, where the heterogeneous IIoT elements cooperate locally to constitute various
distinctive subsystems with diverse collaborative applications. Some commonly adopted local
subsystems in a large-scale IIoT system are summarized as follows in details:
• Wireless sensor and actuator network (WSAN) is an integrated system combining traditional control techniques, wireless sensor networks (WSN), and advanced computing
technologies such as cloud and edge computing. The involvement of heterogeneous devices and time-sensitive control commands pose more stringent requirement on the seamless interaction and cooperation among the distributed devices. The ubiquitous sensing
and omnidirectional data acquisition provided by the inexpensive and small-sized sensors
that are massively deployed in WSNs can realize the real-time status feedback for each
1

2

Chapter 1. Introduction
A1. Smart grid

A2. Structure health monitoring
A3. Warehouse management
A4. Vehicular communication
A5. Vehicle positioning

A6. Supply chain

Smart
gateway

A7. UAV swarm

Smart
gateway

A8. Motion control
A9. Emergency actions
A10. Environment monitoring
A11. Assembly line protection
A12. Real-time fault detection

A13. Object tracking
Inter-subsystem interactions
Intra-subsystem communications

A14. Collaborative robots

Figure 1.1: The overall structure of an IIoT system. The heterogeneous IIoT devices constitute
diverse applications, which are enabled by different advanced techniques.

IIoT device as well as the thorough monitoring of its operating environment. With the
involvement of controllers and actuators, WSANs are evolved from conventional WSNs
with the expectation to execute more complicated tasks, including industrial automation,
networked control, and emergency response. These tasks require accurate interactions
between the various actuators and their operating environment, which necessitate a more
robust system design, including the cohesive coordination among heterogeneous IIoT elements, efficient collection and transmission of the massive sensing data through limited
network bandwidth, and reliable collaboration under uncertainties incurred from cheap
devices [3].

• Advanced manufacturing systems (AMS) are more sophisticated applications involving the cooperation among devices and plants of distant locations as well as and dis-
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tributed coordination for diversified industrial processes. In virtue of the innovative ICT
and the advanced simulation technologies, including augmented reality and digital twin,
several intelligent advancements are realized in traditional industrial manufacturing processes in the form of data-driven product design, optimized production plan, real-time
manufacturing monitoring, and active preventive maintenance. The coordination among
these processes and their associated heterogeneous IIoT entities exclusively hinge on the
accurate and timely analysis of the data that spread through the IIoT system. Therefore, information sharing via cross-standard communication in diverse operating environments and the various uncertainties incurred thereby will inevitably lead to an increasingly challenging design of the IIoT system [4].
• Smart supply chain (SSC), also referred to as supply chain 4.0, acts as one of the essential enablers in fully realizing industry 4.0. With the application of smart supply chains
in industrial systems, the involved advanced technologies, e.g., pervasive sensing, big
data analytics [5], and unmanned vehicles, are generating extensive benefits, including
reduced costs, more responsive production, increased satisfaction, and enhanced timesaving [6]. The establishment of a complete SSC consists of two main components,
namely, intelligently maintaining demand-supply balance and smart transportation for
appropriate product delivery. As a consequence, designing an efficient data sharing
scheme between the supplier and consumer, as well as the management of collaborative
networking, which consists of vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communication and human-tovehicle interactions among the involved conveyances and industrial entities, are two of
the critical essentials during the SSC design [7].
• Advanced assembly line (AAL) differentiates from the traditional assembly line in
terms of the efficient coordination among the remotely connected robotic arms in accomplishing highly productive assembly and the preventive intervention for potential
assembling failures. Empowered by the advancement of sensing and communication
abilities provided by edge devices, timely and reliable data sharing among the distributed
actuators are feasible, while the usefulness of the data exchanged will depend on the consistency of the involved devices and the precise alignment of the temporal data, leading to
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the necessity of extremely accurate clock synchronization. Meanwhile, appropriate precautionary intervention schemes enabled by recent technical advancements, e.g., neural
networks (NN) [8] and artificial intelligence (AI) [9], are necessary to tackle against unreliability and potential attacks in the industrial systems for the AAL design so that huge
expenditure and profit losses incurred can be avoided [10].
Meanwhile, efficient inter-subsystem interactions are critical to accomplish increasingly

complicated industrial tasks, which require network-wide coordination among the involved infrastructures. As one of the prerequisites in cohering the distributed entities, accurate network
synchronization serves as the backbone for various types of collaboration in large-scale IIoT
systems. The extensive technological development will boost the machine processing precision and resolution of the associated data, leading to the ever-demanding requirements on the
attainable synchronization accuracy for the cutting-edge industrial applications. For instance,
centimeter-level positioning in advanced manufacturing systems (AMS) is necessary to efficiently support automated object tracking [11], which hinges on extremely accurate processing
of the temporal data generated at distributed IIoT devices. In this case, network synchronization with sub-microsecond accuracy among the involved devices will be essential to support
the tracking of critical targets and avoid potential manufacturing malfunctions. Considering
the heterogeneity within IIoT systems in terms of the industrial constituents and communication standards, massive devices with stringent and individualized synchronization demands
will interact through the sophisticated IIoT networks. As a consequence, accurate network synchronization will play an increasingly important role with the expansion of the network scale,
which is indispensable in bridging the gap among different local networks to improve mutual
comprehension and interoperability.
Conventional accurate clock synchronization techniques (e.g., Precision Time Protocol) exclusively hinge on the frequent and inflexible exchange of timestamps among the involved entities, which severely hinders the performance of the critical industrial applications due to overwhelming resource consumption and lack of intelligence during synchronization processes.
The frequent synchronization-related data exchange will excessively occupy limited network
resources reserved for industrial applications, leading to the deteriorated and even unattainable
collaboration among the IIoT devices [12]. Moreover, adopting conventional rigid synchro-
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nization methods without intelligently investigating the industrial circumstances will cause
more challenging issues, manifesting as the increased synchronization frequency and uncontrollable synchronization error. Therefore, it necessitates novel industry-oriented strategies
with reinforced efficiency and situation-awareness to accommodate the stringent requirements
of network synchronization in challenging and dynamic industrial environments.

1.2

Challenges of Network Synchronization in Industrial IoT
Systems

Accurate network synchronization is one of the critical prerequisites to ensure the temporal
coherence among the distributed IIoT devices in achieving the collaborative performance of the
diverse industrial applications. With the expansion of the network scale and the increasingly
heterogeneous industrial infrastructures, many technical challenges are inevitably hindering
the anticipated accomplishment of network synchronization in the large-scale IIoT systems,
as demonstrated in Fig. 1.2. In this section, the critical challenges of conventional clock
synchronization techniques for IIoT systems are summarized into three categories in detail.
• Low Efficiency of the Offset-Driven Compensation Mechanisms: The embedded
clock driven by a crystal oscillator at each IIoT device will continuously generate a series of timestamps with its unique drift and offset compared to the standard time (e.g.,
UTC [13]), which is the principal reason behind periodic clock calibration. Conventional clock synchronization techniques fulfill the offset calibration demands through
frequently exchanging timestamps between each target device and the time reference to
guarantee the synchronization accuracy throughout the entire network, instead of analyzing the reason behind the ever-growing clock inaccuracy. This kind of offset-driven
compensation scheme is achieved by passively responding to the observed clock inaccuracy, while the necessity of frequent clock calibration processes is barely alleviated.
Consequently, severe issues will be caused during network synchronization due to the
lack of proactive calibration mechanisms, mainly manifesting as the significantly reduced efficiency in large-scale IIoT systems.
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Application dependent synchronization requirements (Table I)
Sub-μs

External malicious attacks

Sub-ms

Limited communication resources
Uncertain packet delay variations
Unguaranteed Internet link quality

Heterogeneous Devices

···

Internal malfunctions

Operating environments
Embedded clocks

Processing capacity

Figure 1.2: The Challenges encountered by traditional clock synchronization techniques in
large-scale IIoT systems with three hierarchical layers.

Moreover, the observation of clock inaccuracy relies heavily on the explicit interactions
and timestamps exchange among the involved IIoT devices. Due to the incomprehension of the characteristics in the distributed clocks, the unknown and diverse offsets
throughout the network cannot be predicted by the conventional clock synchronization
techniques, leading to the difficulties of selecting an opportune time for initiating the
clock calibration process. The unoptimized network-wide exchange of timestamps will
inevitably cause inappropriate synchronization frequencies for the distributed industrial
devices. Some of the challenges may lie in the overwhelming occupation of the limited network resources in the case of excessive clock calibration [14], as well as the
inaccurate and misaligned local data generation caused by insufficient synchronization.
Additionally, the time-consuming interactions during clock offset estimation will occupy
an increasing amount of limited communication resources with the expansion of the network scale, while the available resources for other critical industrial applications will be
further suspicious.
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• Uncontrollable Timestamps Accuracy in Sophisticated Networks: The increasingly
sophisticated networks in large-scale IIoT systems pose more challenges in provisioning timely and trustworthy timestamps during network synchronization due to the highly
complicated end-to-end communication process and the unsecured timestamps delivery [15]. On the one hand, conventional point-to-point clock calibration techniques
are challenging to accommodate the stringent network synchronization requirements for
industrial applications in terms of the anticipated accuracy. As a result of the extensive development of ICT technologies, large-scale IIoT networks generally comprise a
wide variety of non-unified communication protocols, leading to the necessity of crossstandard interactions among the involved distributed entities. The best-effort service
provided by Internet-based communications will induce unguaranteed communication
conditions in large-scale networks, including the stochastic packet dropouts, increased
access contentions, and dynamic routing of mesh networks. These critical issues will
severely hinder the timeliness of the timestamps transmitted. Meanwhile, the increasing backhauls and multiple handshakes incurred by end-to-end timestamps exchange in
the cross-network interconnections will accumulate excessively long latency, which will
further deteriorate the timeliness and usefulness of the timestamps during network synchronization.

On the other hand, the security threats at the vulnerable industrial devices incurred by
the ubiquitous and collaborative interconnections in large-scale IIoT systems will influence the confidential provisioning of accurate timestamps for clock calibration, which
becomes one of the fundamental considerations during network synchronization design [16]. The timestamps generated by the master clock and relayed by adjacent network nodes would be suspicious due to the susceptibility of resource-constrained IIoT
devices to external interference and malicious attacks, such as spoofing, replaying, and
faulty data injection [17]. The involvement of untrustworthy timestamps and malicious
reference nodes will lead to uncontrollable and catastrophic results subsequent to the
network synchronization, including unattainable collaborations for time-sensitive applications and the potential shutdown of industrial factories.
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Table 1.1: Application-dependent synchronization requirements in a large-scale IIoT system
Functionality

Synchronization Accuracy

Applications shown in Fig. 1.1

Industrial automation [18] [19]
Localization & tracking [20]

Sub-microsecond
Sub-microsecond
Microsecond
Tens of microseconds
Tens of microseconds
Sub-millisecond
Sub-millisecond
Millisecond
Flexible

A8
A4, A13
A7, A14
A5
A9, A12
A10
A1, A11
A2
A3, A6

Multi-agent cooperation [21] [22]
Data fusion [23] [24]
Fault protection [22]
Remote monitoring [25]
Smart logistics

• Complexity and Heterogeneity within Large-Scale IIoT Systems A wide variety of
collaborative applications involving intelligent machines and infrastructures forms the
backbone of the large-scale IIoT systems. The highly complicated and heterogeneous
features of IIoT systems will further degrade the network synchronization performance
from several perspectives.
Initially, the diversified industrial applications, which are enabled by the timely interaction within the local intra-subsystem communication and efficient interactions among
the distributed subsystems, pose differential expectations on the synchronization accuracy, as summarized in Table 1.1. This requirement will vary extensively from submicrosecond in critical applications (e.g., industrial automation) to a few milliseconds
for less time-sensitive scenarios (e.g., remote environment monitoring). Moreover, due
to the heterogeneous quality of the enclosed crystal oscillator at each IIoT device in
terms of the initial manufacturing and stability regarding environmental variations, the
distributed clocks will vary at different rates compared to the time reference. For example, the Simple Packaged Crystal Oscillators (SPXO) densely deployed in IIoT systems will drift hundreds of times faster than Oven Controlled Crystal Oscillator (OCXO)
due to their low-cost and lacking appropriate techniques for eliminating temperature impacts [26]. Furthermore, the diverse and dynamic industrial operating environment of
an IIoT system will further deteriorate the clock inconsistency throughout the network.
As we previously studied [12], clocks in complicated circumstances are more suscepti-
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ble to drift due to the temperature variation, which may be more challenging for devices
assigned collaborative applications in dynamic environments, such as vehicular ad-hoc
networks [27].
However, the conventional inflexible synchronization mechanisms always ignore these
heterogeneous characteristics of the distributed IIoT devices while conducting unified
clock calibration strategies with nonselective priority assignment and resource allocation. Therefore, the incurred inefficiency and resource-wasting inherent to the design
deficiencies will inevitably become the technical bottleneck of accomplishing efficient
network synchronization in large-scale IIoT systems with extensive heterogeneities.

1.3

Research Objectives of the Thesis

In this section, promising research directions are elaborated in three directions to design network synchronization schemes in tackling the existing challenges in large-scale IIoT systems.
• Comprehensive Modeling-Enabled Proactive Network Synchronization: Conventional clock synchronization techniques achieve clock calibration by directly adopting
immutable empirical clock models during offset estimation, which will inevitably induce accumulated errors due to the modeling inaccuracy, especially for network synchronization with massive IIoT devices and multi-hop timestamp delivery. Meanwhile,
as previously elaborated, the offset estimation process will occupy excessive network
resources, which will be increasingly intolerable for large-scale IIoT systems.
To address these deficiencies, we propose to comprehensively investigate the features
of heterogeneous clocks during network synchronization in industrial environments instead of directly using inaccurate empirical models for offset estimation. As validated in
the literature, the crystal oscillator enclosed at each IIoT device is uniquely affected by
its intrinsic characteristics, among which the issues remained unsolved in low-cost IIoT
devices are temperature sensitivity, manufacturing defect, and aging issues. Moreover,
the extreme and dynamic temperatures inherent to inhospitable operating environments
in distributed industrial systems will further exacerbate the instability of the crystal os-
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cillator. Based on these observations, it would be critical to gather all available local
information at each IIoT device during the comprehensive modeling phase. The collected inherent attributes, including the sequentially generated timestamps and the correlated environmental factors, can help to investigate the intrinsic features of each clock
thoroughly. In virtue of the regression analysis assisted by model-based methods and
machine learning techniques, the informative attributes of the distributed devices can be
converted into useful clock models to guide the subsequent network synchronization.
The establishment of comprehensive clock models can be advantageous in enhancing
the efficiency of network synchronization from two aspects. The intelligently formed
clock models can be utilized to predict the real-time behavior of each distributed clock,
which can assist in estimating the expected clock offsets throughout the network. Proactive network synchronization can be thereby designed by predictively eliminating the
distributed clock offset to alleviate the necessary explicit interactions during clock calibration and dramatically reduce the incurred network overhead. Furthermore, the enhanced comprehension of the intrinsic clock characteristics at distinctive IIoT devices
is indispensable in achieving the situation-awareness during network synchronization.
for large-scale heterogeneous IIoT systems, this superior understanding can enable more
efficient synchronization mechanisms in terms of the optimized synchronization-related
network resources allocation and appropriate scheduling among complicated industrial
applications.
• Clustering-based Efficient Network Synchronization: The main reason behind inefficient network synchronization lies in the inflexible exchange of timestamps without considering the heterogeneity within the large-scale IIoT systems in terms of the applicationdependent synchronization requirements and clock characteristics. Additionally, lacking
coordinators among concurrent calibration processes will further aggravate the efficiency
of the overall network synchronization.
Therefore, we propose to intelligently and adaptively assign synchronization frequencies for distributed IIoT devices by jointly exploiting the multi-dimensional intrinsic
attributes. Typical synchronization-related attributes of an IIoT device include the initial
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clock offset, clock skew, sequentially generated timestamps, assigned industrial applications, potential collaboration partners, operating environment parameters, and so on. By
efficiently extracting meaningful attributes from the uploaded local information, comprehensive analysis can be conducted at devices with outstanding processing capacity (e.g.,
edge devices and cloud platform). Proper machine learning techniques can be adopted to
enhance the processing efficiency, for instance, k-means clustering algorithms are powerful to accurately organize the distributed devices in a large network according to their
associated multi-dimensional attributes. In virtue of the enabled intelligence, more rational decision-making can be timely generated to guide the optimized resource consumption for large-scale network synchronization. Specifically, devices with highly prioritized
attributes (e.g., sub-microsecond accuracy requirement, unstable crystal oscillator, and
inhospitable operating environments) should be assigned with much higher synchronization frequency, while other IIoT devices can be synchronized less recurrently to reduce
the overall network overhead. Meanwhile, network resources can be preferentially allocated to industrial devices with more stringent synchronization requirements, which will
be beneficial in enhancing holistic synchronization performance. Consequently, an intelligent scheme with an individualized synchronization frequency assignment and wellcoordinated message exchange schedule can be established to enhance the efficiency of
network-wide synchronization.

• Enhanced Timestamps Provisioning with Uncertainty Control: As previously discussed, the reliable provisioning of timestamps during synchronization is severely hindered by various uncertain issues induced from the intermediate communication process,
including varying channel conditions, packet delay variations (PDV), and external malicious attacks. Different controlling and filtering approaches can be adopted to address
specific issues.
The network uncertainties during packet exchange will degrade the timeliness of the associated timestamps, leading to undesired synchronization performance. However, this
kind of effect can be mitigated or eliminated by designing dedicated communication protocols for network synchronization. For example, an entirely controlled communication
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channel is achieved in [28] by reserving intermediate nodes for synchronization data relaying, which can minimize the redundant processing during timestamps transmission.
Meanwhile, a prioritized data transfer protocol [29] is designed to alleviate the effect
of communication randomness by assigning higher priority to synchronization-related
data and guarantee corresponding channel access. These methodologies are effective in
proactively reducing the influence of network uncertainties prior to synchronization in
dedicated communication environments.
Furthermore, the unreliable issues due to the vulnerability of resource-constrained IIoT
devices in terms of inner malfunctions and external malicious attacks can be further addressed by filtering untrustworthy timestamps according to the timely analysis of historical information. Model-based filtering mechanism can be designed to detect unreliable
timestamps and malicious devices according to the local clock information collected at
each device. With increasingly massive timestamps involved in large-scale IIoT systems,
other machine learning techniques (e.g., principal component analysis) can be considered
to enhance the detection accuracy and efficiency during network synchronization.

1.4

Technical Contributions of the Thesis

The main contributions of this thesis are summarized as follows:
• By periodically collecting local timestamps from distributed devices, the varying rate
of skew (VRS) of each clock is analyzed based on the historical time information for
two different purposes. On the one hand, the distributed devices are clustered into several groups with the assistance of a chief cluster head based on their different VRS by
adopting the K-Means clustering algorithm, while each group is assigned with a cluster head for providing time reference and a unique synchronization frequency where a
group of devices with larger VRS will be synchronized more frequently. By adopting
the proposed intelligent clustering-based scheme, the number of required packets used
during network synchronization is significantly reduced under the permission that the
synchronization accuracy can be guaranteed. On the other hand, a VRS information-
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based fault detection algorithm is proposed to enhance the security of the network during network synchronization against potential malicious attacks. Historical VRS values
are recorded and processes at the cluster heads to detect if any node is potentially malicious. A second-order autoregressive model is successively used to further identify the
untrustworthy device to ensure the detection accuracy in the case that multiple devices
are malicious. A distributed network-wide synchronization is finally achieved for IIoT
systems with enhanced reliability and reduced network overhead on the promise that the
synchronization accuracy is acceptable.
• To comprehensively investigate the characteristics of each clock under diverse operating
environments, a digital twin model is established for each local clock with the assistance
of the edge devices and the cloud center, where a cloud-edge-collaborate system is organized to boost the efficiency and accuracy of the data processing. To be more specific,
the timestamps generated at each local device are efficiently recorded and processed at
each assigned edge devices to minimize the modeling error induced from the network
uncertainties, e.g., packet delay variations. The effect of asymmetrical network delay
can be mostly eliminated to ensure the accuracy of clock modeling as well as the further
synchronization actions. Moreover, the features of each clock, including the initial clock
skew, temperature sensitivity factor, and ideal operating temperature, are thoroughly investigated and modeled based on the series of timestamps generated, while a digital twin
of each clock is established and updated continuously. Based on the model formed, the
real-time clock skew for each device can be estimated efficiently, so that accurate network synchronization can be achieved with little network resource consumption under
diverse network conditions.
• To further reduce the network overhead induced from explicit interactions among distributed devices during network synchronization, a passive network synchronization scheme
based on concurrent observations is proposed for industrial IoT systems to achieve network synchronization without dedicated network resources consumption for delivering
timestamps. More specifically, due to the fact that a group of devices close to each
other can observe the same physical phenomena nearby with a slight time difference,
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i.e., observation bias, these devices can be synchronized with the same time reference by
recording and analyzing the commonly observed phenomena and the associated time instants. The received signal strength value of each device on observing the common signal
is recorded and analyzed to compensate for the observation bias so that the synchronization accuracy is further improved. Finally, a principal component analysis algorithm
is adopted to detect untrustworthy timestamps and enhance the reliability of devices in
the network according to the historical observation instants recorded in the cloud center.
Explicit interaction-free network synchronization is finally accomplished for large-scale
IIoT networks with the assistants of reliable relay nodes and trustworthy time references.

1.5

Thesis Outline

The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows:
In Chapter 2, a comprehensive study of clock synchronization in industrial IoT systems is
conducted. An overview of the technical background of clock synchronization is given first,
followed by the current challenges of clock synchronization in IIoT systems, including the costefficient and secure synchronization protocol design as well as the clock uncertainty induced
from the operating environment. As one of the most important enablers to achieve accurate
and intelligent clock synchronization in IIoT systems, a survey on digital twin related to our
research is given at the end.
In Chapter 3, a distributed clock synchronization scheme enabled by intelligent clustering
is proposed for local area industrial IoT systems. The overall synchronization protocol is comprised of two phases, namely, the synchronization initialization phase (SIP) and the distributed
synchronization phase (DSP). Specifically, clocks are firstly synchronized with the reference
node in SIP to eliminate the initial clock drift. With the assistance of the K-means clustering
algorithm, devices in the network are intelligently clustered based on the varying rate of skew,
and different synchronization frequencies are assigned to each cluster to achieve distributed
clock synchronization. Moreover, a two-tier fault detection mechanism is proposed to determine malicious devices. Finally, simulations are conducted in MATLAB to demonstrate the
effectiveness of the proposed protocol in terms of packets delivery reduction and malicious
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nodes detection, as compared to the traditional simultaneous synchronization protocol.
A digital twin enabled distributed synchronization scheme is proposed in Chapter 4 to
achieve an intelligent clock synchronization for reducing resource consumption associated with
distributed synchronization in fast-changing IIoT environments. To be more specific, a digitaltwin-enabled clock model is initially established at the remote location to characterize each
involved clock based on the timestamps generated at different operating environments. By
utilizing the formed model, each local device can estimate its clock skew under dynamic operating environments in a real-time manner so that its clock skew can be calibrated accordingly
to achieve an accurate clock synchronization without much resource consumption. The simulation results demonstrated that the proposed scheme can create an accurate model for each
clock while the clock accuracy and cost-efficiency during clock synchronization are significantly enhanced in different communication networks, as compared to the existing studies.
In Chapter 5, a passive clock synchronization scheme based on concurrent observations is
proposed for industrial IoT systems. Based on the fact that a group of devices near the same
antenna can receive the broadcasting signal at almost the same time, passive clock synchronization is achieved by processing the commonly observed signals with the assistance of the
selected coordinator node. Received signal strength values are analyzed to reduce the effect
of propagation latency so that the synchronization accuracy is further improved. Moreover,
the principal component analysis algorithm is adopted to enhance the overall security of the
proposed scheme by analyzing the historical timestamps uploaded to the cloud center. Finally,
simulations are conducted to evaluate the performance of the proposed protocol in terms of
clock accuracy and security during the network synchronization.
Finally, all the contributions are summarized in Chapter 6, with the identification of future
research directions.

Chapter 2
Challenges and Existing Solutions of
Clock Synchronization in IIoT Systems
2.1

Background of Clock Synchronization

Accurate clock synchronization is one of the critical prerequisites for cohesive collaboration in
an IIoT system, in which a large number of IIoT devices are assigned to accomplish timesensitive applications that hinges on the precise time alignment of the packets exchanged.
Without coherent time information provided by these widely distributed IIoT devices, the efficiency and productivity of these industrial applications will be significantly degraded. Typically, due to the fact that the clock output of each device at the same time is not identical, the
observed clock error will lead to misalignment of the transmitted packets. This time difference
of each device is caused by the uniqueness of its embedded quartz-crystal oscillator, which
can continuously generate time information with a unique frequency. Due to the uncertainty
and dynamic of the frequency of each device, frequent clock synchronization is necessary to
maintain time consistency throughout the network.
Ideally, the clock output generated by any device, denoted by C(t), should be identical to
the real time t, i.e., C(t) = t, so that each device will provide a consistent time index that
associate with the critical data. However, due to the uniqueness of the oscillation frequency of
each device as well as its manufacturing defect [30], the clock output generated at the device i
will be fluctuating with time in reality. The clock behavior is typically modeled by a simplified
16
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(a) The clock output is affected by the clock skew,
where clock skew greater than 1 will make the clock
run faster than the ideal case while smaller clock
skew will lead to clock lag.

(b) The initial offset will lead to clock shift compared to the ideal clocks. Together with the clock
skew, clock output will be more in accurate in terms
of the slope and y intercept.

Figure 2.1: The evolution of clock information under the effect of initial clock skew and offset
compared to the ideal clock.
linear function of its time-varying clock skew αi and constant clock offset βi [31], given by
Ci (t) = αi t + βi

(2.1)

where the clock skew αi will lead to the different increasing speed of the clock output while
clock offset βi will cause initial clock inaccuracy. The effect of clock skew and offset are shown
in Fig. 2.1a and Fig. 2.1b, respectively. It can be observed that the clock skew, i.e., the slope
of clock output, will lead to a faster clock output in the case that αi > 1. As a consequence,
the corresponding clock information generated will be larger than the ideal value, especially in
long-term operation. The accumulated clock error will eventually cause significant temporal
misalignment and degraded overall performance of the IIoT system. By contrast, the initial
clock offset βi will lead to constant clock error compared to the ideal case, shown as Fig. 2.1b,
where the clocks are set with a unit clock skew and different clock offsets. Although this offset
will not grow with time, the initial offset is typically much greater than the clock skew, meaning
that a more observable clock error can be induced if this initial offset is not eliminated by clock
correction processes.
According to the degree of clock correction, the calibration of each clock consists of three
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(a) The clock offset is corrected by exchanging a (b) The relative clock skew can be estimated by
pair of bidirectional packets to eliminate the effect transmitting a pair of packets in the same direction
of propagation delay.
between two devices.

Figure 2.2: Exchange of packets during clock synchronization, where the skew and offset are
calibrated with two successive pairs of packets.

categories, namely, clock skew compensation only for clock skew cancellation, clock offset
calibration responsible for eliminating the initial offset, and a combination of the former two,
which can generate a more stable clock performance with higher synchronization cost. Moreover, the process of clock correction can be achieved by two approaches in terms of their synchronization purposes. On the one hand, each clock in the network can be synchronized with a
selected reference clock by exchanging packets that containing successive timestamps. In this
case, all devices will finally generate identical time information as compared to the reference
clock. On the other hand, instead of selecting a reference clock as the standard, each device
will exchange its local time information with its neighbors so that a consensual virtual clock
can be formed at each node. This approach is commonly adopted in wireless sensor networks
(WSN), where a large number of sensors are densely deployed in a network for information
sensing and sharing. Since our study is accomplished by the packet-switch-based synchronization approach, details of the consensus-based synchronization will not be introduced in this
thesis.
Two-way packet exchange is a commonly adopted approach for a pair of devices to efficiently share their local timestamps during point-to-point clock synchronization. Generally, a
thorough clock synchronization can be achieved by exchanging two different pairs of packets
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between every two devices for skew compensation and offset calibration, respectively. The
processes of packets exchange between two devices during clock synchronization are shown in
Fig. 2.2, where the master clock i serves as the time reference while the slave clock j is embedded at the device that requires to be synchronized. The purpose of the first pair of round-trip
packet exchange, which is shown in Fig. 2.2a, is aimed at achieving offset correction with the
elimination of network latency. To be more specific, the propagation delay between the two devices can be estimated by calculating the round-trip latency based on the timestamps recorded
at node i and j. The relationship between the propagation latency and the timestamps recorded
can be written as
di j = t2 − t1 − βi j

(2.2)

d ji = t4 − t3 + βi j

(2.3)

and

where d ji is the propagation latency when a packet is transmitted from the opposite direction
of di j . Consequently, by assuming the propagation delay is symmetric and averaging the propagation delay shown in 2.2 and 2.3, it can be obtained that
di j =

di j + d ji (t2 + t4 ) − (t1 + t3 )
=
2
2

(2.4)

Then, the relative clock offset between the two devices can be estimated based on the estimated
propagation delay, given by
βi j = t2 − t1 − di j = t3 − t4 + di j

(2.5)

Meanwhile, the second pair of packets exchanged shown in Fig. 2.2b is responsible for estimating the relative clock skew between the two nodes. It is straightforward to calculate the
relative skew according to the local clock variation of the two devices, given by
αi j =

αi t3 − t1
=
α j t4 − t2

(2.6)

Therefore, the simplest way to achieve clock synchronization that includes skew compensa-
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tion and offset correction can be accomplished by adopting 2.5 and 2.6 successively. However,
the complicated IIoT system in terms of harsh operating environments and sophisticated networks will hinge the synchronization performance and post more stringent requirements on the
synchronization protocol design.
It can be observed that the previous assumption, i.e., the propagation latency between two
nodes is symmetric, is not always true, especially in a complicated network with a large number of devices to be synchronized. In such a system, numerous issues will lead to packet delay
variations (PDV) [32], ranging from the physical transmission medium (e.g., the fiber asymmetry and fluctuating communication environments) to non-deterministic network parameters
(e.g., the unbalanced access contention and the varying latencies caused by the intermediate
buffers). Consequently, PDV will inevitably induce calculation error and synchronization inaccuracy, which should be further considered during the synchronization protocol design.

2.2

Current Challenges and Solutions of Clock Synchronization

Traditional point-to-point clock synchronization exclusively relies on the exchange of packets
containing timestamps used for clock calibration. For a large-scale IIoT system, the clock synchronization design will be more challenging due to the existence of a large number of devices
and the sophisticated operating environments. Meanwhile, the unique features of industrial
applications also pose novel design challenge as compared to the conventional techniques.
The increment of the challenge in designing the synchronization protocols for an IIoT system
arises from three aspects. Initially, the performance of clock synchronization in an industrial environment should be enhanced in terms of the achievable synchronization accuracy and
network resource consumption during synchronization. These two criteria determine the fundamental performance of the synchronization protocol and its compatibility with the industrial
environment. Moreover, the robustness and security of the protocol designed should be considered. As IIoT devices are typically vulnerable to external attacks, proper security mechanisms
should be designed to ensure not only the synchronization accuracy but also the overall perfor-
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mance of the IIoT system. Finally, the operating environments for industrial applications are
much harsher than office and residential circumstances, leading to the necessity of designing
a situation-aware clock synchronization protocol that is effective in industrial environments.
State-of-art studies aimed at addressing the previously mentioned challenges are introduced in
the following three subsections.

2.2.1

Accurate and Cost-Efficient Clock Synchronization

Accuracy is the most basic requirement and one of the most fundamental criteria when designing a clock synchronization protocol. With the increment of the achievable synchronization
accuracy, the cohesion of the overall IIoT system can be increasingly enhanced from a wide
range of perspectives. On the one hand, the collaboration among the distributed IIoT devices
relies on accurate clock synchronization. For example, automation in IIoT systems requires
accuracy of 1µs as the prerequisite. On the other hand, a higher synchronization accuracy
can enhance the performance of traditional applications. Taking the data acquisition during
manufacturing as an example, a clock synchronization with at least 1ms is required to achieve
the collection tasks. However, with higher accuracy, the data correlation gathered from distributed devices can be further improved so that the performance of the manufacturing will be
potentially enhanced.
As a consequence, many works aimed at achieving accurate clock synchronization had been
proposed in the literature for different systems ranging from wireless sensor networks (WSN)
to IoT systems. As traditional precision time protocol (PTP) is only designed for estimating the
clock offset between the slave clock and master clock, some protocols are designed to enhance
the performance of PTP through different approaches. The author in [33] considered improving
PTP by incorporating clock drift factors based on the timestamps received, while a mechanism
for detecting the start of the frame is designed to further enhance the decoding during clock
synchronization. Similarly, Kalman filters are adopted to estimate and correct the clock drift
and offset in PTP-based industrial networks [34]. The performance of the networks with long
linear topology is further improved. The clock accuracy can be increased at the cost of a low
convergence rate during clock synchronization. Moreover, many synchronization mechanisms
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are designed by considering different estimation algorithms. An adaptive time window linear
regression method is designed in [35] for WSNs, where the synchronization period and the
window size of the linear regression algorithm are adjustable. The accuracy and computational
cost are decreased since the proposed scheme can adaptive to the environmental variations.
Meanwhile, authors in [36] designed an accurate and scalable synchronization approach in
802.11-based networks. A high synchronization accuracy is achieved by adopting an adaptive protocol that can adjust the priority and frequency of beacon transmission during clock
synchronization. Furthermore, due to the reason that network uncertainties, e.g., PDV, have
a dramatic effect on the synchronization accuracy, maximum consensus and bounded theory
are designed in [37] to achieve highly accurate clock synchronization in WSN under bounded
noise. The performance of the clock synchronization is claimed to be more accurate and faster
as compared to the existing methods.
However, most of the previously mentioned synchronization methods typically achieve accurate synchronization at the cost of higher network overhead during clock synchronization.
As mentioned previously, the communication and computation resources in an IIoT system
are typically very limited, leading to the necessity of designing a cost-efficient synchronization protocol. The cost-efficiency of a clock synchronization protocol depends on the overall
resource consumption during the clock synchronization, while a smaller amount of resource
consumption can enhance the overall performance of the IIoT system since more resources can
be allocated to the critical industrial processes. Consequently, some works have been proposed
in the literature by designing cost-efficient or energy-efficient synchronization methods. Authors in [38] proposed a recursive time synchronization protocol to achieve both accurate and
energy-efficient clock synchronization for WSNs. The MAC-layer timestamping techniques
and propagation delay compensation are adopted to enhance the accuracy of the timestamps,
while infrequent broadcasts and synchronization requirement aggregations are further utilized
to decrease the resource consumption during the clock synchronization. Similarly, a spanning tree is formed based on the selected backbone sensor nodes so that sender-to-receiver and
receiver-to-receiver protocols can be combined to reduce the necessary resource used for clock
synchronization. Different from the previously mentioned methods, some works focus on the
approaches about estimating the clock behaviors. Authors in [39] proposed a lightweight syn-
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chronization method by designing a maximum likelihood estimator that can estimate the clock
features based on timestamps collected. The overhearing mechanism is further designed to
avoid the increment of the network resource for synchronizing devices outside the range of
the master clock. Meanwhile, a generalized maximum likelihood estimator (GMLE) method
is adopted to estimate the clock parameters, and an easily implementable synchronization protocol is obtained [40]. The network overhead can be reduced once a good estimation is available. Furthermore, the synchronization problem is formulated as a closed-loop control problem
in [41], while a proportional-integral controller is designed to compensate for the clock skew.
The overall protocol can save more resources and achieve higher robustness to external disturbances.
Some of these synchronization protocols can achieve good performance in terms of achievable clock accuracy and energy-efficiency. However, almost all of these methods are designed
without considering the reason behind clock errors. Instead, all devices are synchronized periodically or in an error-driven manner so that the synchronization would be inefficient and
resource-wasting. Moreover, some of the works are not suitable for industrial environments,
which would be harsher and more complicated compared to hospitable environments, e.g.,
residential spaces. Therefore, novel synchronization methods with enhanced intelligence are
required for sophisticated IIoT systems.

2.2.2

Malicious Attacks against Clock Synchronization

In an Industrial IoT system, devices are vulnerable to a wide variety of attacks from external
devices aiming at different purposes ranging from stealing information to crashing the overall
IIoT system. These attacks can be classified based on different criteria, while a generally recognized classification method is to sort the malicious behaviors according to the communication
layers that the attacks are against. For example, malicious behaviors in the physical layer may
include eavesdropping, external interference, malicious data injection, Sybil attack, etc. These
attacks can affect the behavior of the IIoT devices as well as their associated IIoT data. The
eavesdropping or injection of the data will inevitably cause information leakage or confusion,
leading to a fatal effect on the overall IIoT system. By contrast, unfairness attacks, spoofing
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Figure 2.3: Different kinds of attacks against the nodes involved in the process of clock synchronization.

attacks, and message replay attacks can be classified as attacks against the medium access control (MAC) layer. These attacks are mainly focused on interrupting the access mechanism of
the communication link so that the timeliness of the delivery of critical information cannot be
guaranteed. Different attacks will lead to nonidentical consequences, and corresponding security schemes are typically adopted during the network operation phase to protect the delivery of
IIoT data. However, clock synchronization, which is generally conducted during the network
initialization phase, is still required to be secured to avoid potential damage or deterioration of
the IIoT system.
Lacking an appropriate security scheme during clock synchronization will lead to unexpected degradation of the synchronization performance from two perspectives. On the one
hand, the malicious attack against the IIoT devices involved in clock synchronization and the
relevant synchronization timestamps will cause a direct effect on the synchronization performance in terms of achievable accuracy and efficiency. Any interference of the timestamps will
lead to a potential increment of the synchronization frequency to guarantee the clock accuracy
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Figure 2.4: Different types of attacks toward the communication link for transmitting timestamps for clock synchronization.
of the IIoT system. On the other hand, the influence on the clock synchronization performance
will cause an indirect effect on the overall performance of the system. Degraded synchronization accuracy and enlarged synchronization frequency will potentially result in temporal
misalignment of the critical data shared among the devices under the situation that fewer resources are available. Consequently, security issues should be carefully considered during the
synchronization protocol design. Due to the uniqueness of clock synchronization, only some
of the malicious behaviors in an IIoT system will affect the clock synchronization process.
Other attacks, e.g., eavesdropping of timestamps, will not affect the synchronization performance directly since the delivery of correct timestamps during clock synchronization is mostly
prioritized. Based on the target of malicious behaviors, these attacks can be classified into two
categories, namely, node attacks and communication link attacks.
• Node attacks are abnormal behaviors that target at affecting the functionality of an IIoT
device or the accuracy of its associated timestamps, while typical node attacks during
clock synchronization are listed in Fig. 2.3. Node tampering, as one of the most com-
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Table 2.1: The summary of the common-observed security threats during clock synchronization including different kinds of attacks and their classified impact on the synchronization performance.
Attack

Impact [42]
Fake timestamps

Manipulation

F

Spoofing

F

Replay attack

F

Rogue master attack

F

Interception and removal
Delay attack

Reduced accuracy

Deny of service

F

F

F

L2/L3 DoS attack

F

Cryptography performance attack

F

Time protocol DoS attack

F

Master time source attack

F

monly observed malicious attacks, can lead to severe consequences during clock synchronization. The information shared between the master clock and the slave clock can
be untrustworthy, while any synchronization actions based on fake timestamps can make
the overall clock error even larger. Moreover, the inner functionality of a node in the IIoT
system can be regarded as its identification during clock synchronization. By changing
the feature of any device, its clock generation and long-term behavior will be affected,
leading to unpredictable performance during synchronization. Therefore, to deal with the
node attacks, appropriate detection, recognition, and validation methods are necessary.
• Communication link attacks, by contrast, are attacks aimed at disturbing the transmission of timestamps among IIoT devices that are involved in the clock synchronization,
and some of the attacks are summarized in Fig. 2.4. Those attacks can lead to potential
failure and unexpected large latency of timestamp transmission, which will degrade the
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accuracy and efficiency of the clock synchronization. Different from node attacks, communication link attack will not affect the behavior of the IIoT devices, so that the feature
of each device will remain normal during attacks. As a consequence, the identificationbased method could be less powerful in distinguishing abnormal timestamps. Since clock
synchronization is exclusively conducted based on the timestamps shared in the network,
ensuring the reliability of the timestamps at the destination would be one of the necessities for designing synchronization protocols.
A summary of the mentioned security threats are given in Table 2.1, where different kinds
of external attacks are classified into three types in terms of their effect on the clock synchronization, namely, fake timestamps, accuracy reduction, and denial of service (DoS). Different
security mechanisms should be designed against these issues correspondingly.

2.2.3

Clock Synchronization with Enhanced Security

Based on these observations, security issues should be well considered during the design of the
clock synchronization protocol in IIoT systems. Since IIoT devices are typically vulnerable to
external interference, lacking the security scheme during clock synchronization is identical to
the behavior that exposing critical information and weakness to potential hostility. As a consequence, a mature synchronization technique should be associated with security-enhancing
mechanisms or at least be able to cooperate with the existing methodologies. In the literature, different security-related schemes are proposed for clock synchronization from two main
perspectives.
On the one hand, security can be enhanced by filtering untrustworthy timestamps. Authors
in [43] proposed a resilient consensus-type algorithm where the unreliable data are filtered,
and only trustworthy information is used for clock synchronization. In the case without reliable information, historical timestamps will be used to avoid loss under malicious attacks and
uncertain network conditions. Moreover, a robust and secure time synchronization method is
designed for sensor networks to tackle Sybil attacks [44]. The graph theory is utilized at the
message level so that the performance of security-enhancement is further improved against
Sybil attack and message manipulation attack. Furthermore, the blockchain-based method
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is designed in [45] to improve security during clock synchronization for IoT systems. The
timestamps are recorded and broadcasted by the blockchain so that the external attacks can be
reduced. This kind of approach can achieve highly secure synchronization at the potential cost
of high resource consumption.
On the other hand, different schemes for distinguishing unreliable devices and untrustworthy time references are proposed for different clock synchronization protocols. A complex
synchronization protocol comprises level-based and diffusion-based methods is designed to
ensure that only reliable time reference will be used during clock synchronization [46]. Consequently, the overall efficiency will be reduced as a drawback. By contrast, authors in [47]
proposed a synchronization method on estimating the upper bound of the clock skew using
a drift model so that the timestamps beyond this upper bound will be regarded as malicious.
The synchronization performance is enhanced under malicious attacks, with the potential issue
that the estimation accuracy cannot be guaranteed. Different from the other methods, a nodeidentification-based scheme is designed for industrial environments based on the fact that the
drift of each clock is always unique [36]. The correlation between the clock skew and its operating environment is utilized to defend against Sybil attack and message manipulation attack.

2.2.4

Environment-Induced Clock Uncertainty

In an IIoT system consists of various applications ranging from advanced manufacturing to
adaptive storage, the operating environments of the distributed devices can be very diversified. The operating temperatures can vary from very high (e.g., 60oC in manufacturing spaces)
to very low (below 0oC in storage or outdoor winter environment) during network operation,
leading to huge uncertainty of the clock behavior for the distributed devices. As every clock in
the system is driven by the embedded crystal oscillator that is affected by the operating temperature, the diverse and harsh industrial environments will inevitably induce synchronization
errors.
The operating environment has a gradual effect on the oscillation frequency of the device,
which will lead to clock drift and synchronization inaccuracy. For a typical crystal oscillator,
it is known that several issues will lead to the variation of oscillation frequency, including
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Figure 2.5: The experimental relationship between temperature and the oscillation frequency.

the operating temperature, external humidity, voltage, and so on. Temperature, among these
environmental issues, has the most significant and unavoidable effect on clock inaccuracy.
As evaluated in [48] based on experimental data, the relation between the clock oscillation
frequency and its operating temperature follows a quadratic trend, which can be modeled by
f (T ) = f0 (1 + β(T − T 0 )2 )

(2.7)

where β is the temperature sensitivity factor and T 0 is the ideal operating temperature.
Based on (2.7), the oscillation frequencies of a series of clocks under temperatures in typical
industrial environments, which are ranging from −40 to 60, are illustrated in Fig. 2.5. It can
be observed that with a temperature variation of 30oC, the oscillation frequency will drift by
around 2Hz. Although this drift is not huge compared to the nominal frequency, the clock
drift will be high after long-term operation. Moreover, it is also observed in [49] that extreme
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change of temperature will lead to a significant clock error (60oCresultedin2µs). Therefore,
considering the effect of temperature during clock synchronization design can enhance the
synchronization performance substantially.
To address the clock uncertainty induced by the external temperature, the most straightforward approach is to utilize temperature-compensated crystal oscillators (TCXO) to drive
the local clocks. There are different kinds of TCXO manufactured, which are analyzed and
compared in [50]. By adopting TCXO, the temperature issue can be substantially addressed.
However, the cost of the device will be increased significantly, especially for dense sensors that
are commonly deployed in IIoT systems. Authors in [51] proposed a temperature-compensated
Kalman filter based synchronization method to model the variation of clock skew according to
the features of each clock. The theory of Kalman filter is adopted to combine the estimation
from neighbors to enhance the estimation accuracy. Moreover, different estimation methods
are considered in the literature to investigate the relationship between the clock drift and its
operating temperature. A constrained least square problem is solved in [52] to explore the behavior of each local clock, while the results showed that the clock drift can be saved with longer
re-synchronization frequency. Based on the embedded temperature sensor in each device, the
oscillators are automatically calibrated to enhance the synchronization performance, as shown
in [53]. Meanwhile, a neural-network-based approach is considered [54] to derive a more comprehensive expression of each clock based on the experimental data, while the computation resource consumption may be higher as a drawback. Furthermore, a temperature-assisted clock
synchronization approach is proposed in [55] with the ability to achieve self-calibration under
different operating temperatures. Accurate estimation is assumed to be achieved based on the
experimental data, while the effect of the clock skew can be removed as a benefit. However, the
estimation error will inevitably induce synchronization inaccuracy that will be accumulated in
the long-term operation.
Although there are many works proposed to analyze the relationship between clock behavior and the operating environment, almost none of the previously mentioned studies considered
the effect of network uncertainties on the clock inaccuracy. As a consequence, a more comprehensive study is required to ensure a comprehensive understanding of the clock behaviors to be
achievable.
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Digital Twin in Industrial IoT Systems
Concept of Digital Twin

The situation of each constituent in an IIoT system is usually diverse and ever-changing in
terms of their process condition, operating environment, work plan, and so on. The availability of analyzing and predicting the real-time situation of each component in the IIoT system
is very critical in achieving complete intelligence for any critical applications, e.g., advanced
manufacturing. Motivated by this consideration, digital twin is proposed exclusively for industrial systems in recent years. As one of the most promising techniques to enable industrial
4.0, digital twin is considered indispensable to bridge the gap between the ever-changing IIoT
constituents and the associated real-time data analysis. Digital twin, by definition, is the digital
counterpart of any physical process/product established through comprehensive observation,
modeling, and simulation to completely demonstrate the real-time behavior of the physical entity. The established digital twin models in the remote locations, e.g., cloud center, can provide
the real-time situation of the physical entities without necessary communication. Based on the
situation estimated, accurate decisions can be made in advance so that potential loss or failure
can be avoided.
Digital twin plays an important role in achieving seamless interaction and collaboration
between the cyber domain and the physical world. By adopting the digital twin theory, a comprehensive understanding and thorough modeling will be conducted for each device of the IIoT
system. Generally, historical and physical data will be collected from the local devices, and a
virtual equivalent will be established accordingly. Therefore, the characteristics of each device,
the situation of each process, and the potential abnormalities of each stage can be conveniently
estimated and predicted by the digital twin established. The establishment and utilization of
a digital twin system can be organized into three phases, namely, physical-virtual collaboration, virtual-virtual collaboration, and virtual-physical collaboration, representing three different kinds of novel interactions between the physical world and the digital domain. To be more
specific, the physical-virtual collaboration comprises the establishment and update of the virtual model according to the physical data collected from the local devices. A wide variety
of issues will affect the efficiency of this collaboration, including the data analysis techniques
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Figure 2.6: Digital twin of a robot arm and the associated data exchange.
adopted, simulation methods, data collection speed, etc. By contrast, virtual-physical collaboration mainly focuses on the feedback information from the digital twin to the physical entity.
Real-time digital twin data will be generated so that timely decisions can be made to ensure the
physical product/process will operate in a normal and optimized manner. The more accurate
digital twins are established, the more timely and important decisions the physical infrastructures can receive. Finally, after establishing a digital twin for each device in a large system, the
virtual models will interact with each other in a similar way that the physical devices are connected. As a consequence, a large digital twin system will be established with virtual-virtual
collaborations so that the overall behavior of the physical IIoT system can be analyzed and
modeled. Due to the virtual data and physical information associated with these three kinds of
collaborations, a larger amount of integrated data will be inevitable, leading to the necessity of
designing an efficient digital-twin-assisted system in enhancing the overall performance.
Taking intelligent manufacturing (IM) as a typical example, digital twin can improve the
efficiency and intelligence of the overall process. The virtualization of the entire manufacturing process consists of the digitization of all the constituents of the system as well as their
interactions. For an IM system, physical entities include the heterogeneous devices (sensors,
actuators), plants, and processes, while those entities can be thoroughly modeled based on the
massive relevant data collected. Generally, diversified sensors are responsible for collecting
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various kinds of parameters from the physical entities to establish virtual models including the
geometrical and physical information for each infrastructure. The robot arm, which is one of
the essential components in the IM system, can be modeled through a comprehensive analysis
of the data collected, as shown in Fig. 2.6. The most important data gathered from the physical entity can be categorized into real-time status data, product behavior data, environmental
data, operation data, and so on. Each category of the data can reflect different characteristics
of the physical robot arm, while they will be mapped to the digital twin domain for different
purposes. The established virtual counterparts will be used to guide the manufacturing process, while real-time monitoring and feedback will be conducted to adjust the virtual models
efficiently. Corresponding analysis according to the collected data will be performed from different perspectives, e.g., the optimization of the overall manufacturing process, the modeling
of the robot arm, as well as the prediction and diagnosis of any potential abnormal behaviors.
Moreover, there are two kinds of interactions in such a digital twin system, namely, sensing
and control. These two interactions are responsible for establishing the real-time digital twin
model and providing timely decision making, respectively. The accuracy and effectiveness of
the overall digital twin-assisted IM system are enabled by the efficiency of these interactions,
which should be carefully designed and maintained as one of the prerequisites.

2.3.2

Applications of Digital Twin in IIoT Systems

Besides advanced intelligent manufacturing systems, many novel designs had been proposed in
the literature aimed at a wide variety of scenarios, which are inspired by the concept of digital
twin [56] - [65] as illustrated in Table 2.2. Some representative works of these digital twinbased designs are listed, where the role that the digital twin plays and the expected functions
enabled by the digital twin system in each scenario is briefly summarized. Generally, the
concept of a digital twin can widely be adopted in all different kinds of industrial systems,
including IIoT, smart manufacturing, cyber-physical production system, fault prediction, etc.
To be more specific, a digital twin-enabled scheme is proposed to achieve automated data
acquisition and processing in a cyber-physical production system [56], while an introduction
to the digital twin shop-floor system is given in [57] to discuss the role of digital twin from the
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Table 2.2: Typical applications of digital twin and the role it plays in each scenario.
Scenarios

Digital twin-enabled functions

Citation

Production System

Automated data acquisition and processing

[56]

Shop Floor Design

i). Build high fidelity models for shop floor system

[57]

ii). Converge data from physical virtual systems
Fault Diagnosis
Smart Transportation

Fault diagnosis during design and maintenance
i). Establish traffic and vehicle models

[58]
[59]

ii). Avoid traffic congestion and disorders
Smart City

i). Digital as various smart city services

[60]

ii). Fully interconnection and integration
Virtual Reality

Architecture for co-simulation and communication

[61]

Multimedia

Seamless transmission of data during living

[62]

Remote Surgery

i). Analyze communication requirement in remote surgery

[63]

ii). Ensure security against network outages and attacks
Elderly Care

Accurate and fast healthcare for elders

[64]

Agriculture

Efficiency and productivity during agricultural managament

[65]

perspective of establishing high fidelity virtual shop floor. To achieve fault diagnosis both in the
development and maintenance phases, a deep-learning-based digital twin system is designed
based on the comprehensive digital twin model established. More accurate and timely fault
detection is accomplished consequently.
Meanwhile, applications in other non-industrial scenarios can also benefit from the development of digital twin. For example, the emerging intelligent transportation system can be
enhanced by adopting digital twin-enabled traffic and vehicle data establishment [59], so that
potential traffic congestion and disorders can be mostly avoided. Similarly, based on the concept of digital as a service (DaaS), the entire smart city as well as its associated infrastructures
are virtualized while the interconnection among those constituents is completely enabled [60].
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Moreover, multimedia-oriented applications are also designed with the assistance of digital
twin. The convergence of digital twin with multimedia and virtual reality (VR) is proposed
in [62] and [61], respectively to enhance the transmission of data as well as the integration between the virtual and physical entities. Furthermore, studies focused on E-healthcare [63] [64]
and advanced agriculture system [65] are also proposed in the literature. Different improvements can be achieved based on the digital twin system designed, e.g., the capability to analyze
the communication requirement and the possibility of network attacks during remote surgery,
accurate and fast healthcare service for elderly people, as well as the management efficiency
for agricultural applications. From these applications, it can be observed that the theory of
digital twin can be widely spread to various domains with diversified improvements.

2.3.3

Potential Collaboration between Digital Twin and Clock Synchronization

Due to the high adaptability of digital twin system, different applications from various domains
can be designed as novel schemes that are smarter, more efficient, and optimized. Typically,
digital twin system will play the most critical role in such designs, while all these applications
exclusively hinge on the efficient and accurate information exchange between the physical entities and the virtual domain. With inaccurate or delayed status information, the digital twin
system established will be untrustworthy or even harmful. As previously introduced, the accuracy of data exchange and transmission is significantly affected by the temporal alignment
of the involved devices, which requires accurate clock synchronization to ensure the informative of the data and avoid transmission failure. Meanwhile, the accurate clock synchronization
in an IIoT system can also enhance the overall cohesion of the IIoT system, resulting in the
improvement of the performance in terms of efficiency, productivity, and intelligence.
Conversely, the development of digital twin system can help to achieve more accurate and
optimized clock synchronization. Since the digital twin system is responsible for establishing
a highly comprehensive model for each device in the system, the intrinsic feature of each
device, its embedded clock, as well as the operating environment will be some of the acquirable
information for the data center. Consequently, the real-time behavior of each clock can be
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predicted in advance so that excessive network resources used for clock synchronization can
be saved for more critical applications. Moreover, the awareness of the operating environment
and the surrounding circumstances can help the device achieve fully situation-awareness, i.e.,
synchronize with the most suitable reference with optimized frequency.
Based on the above observations, there is a mutual benefit between clock synchronization
and digital twin system design. Achieving accurate clock synchronization is one of the prerequisites for the design of digital twin systems, while the utilization of digital twin system
can make the clock synchronization protocols more intelligent. Therefore, it motivates the design of combining clock synchronization and digital twin system to establish a platform that
can support advanced industrial applications with higher requirements on the collaboration and
cooperation among the distributed infrastructures.

2.4

Chapter Summary

As one of the most important enablers in industrial IoT systems, clock synchronization can
enhance the overall cohesion, seamless interaction, and timely collaborations among different
heterogeneous devices and processes in the network. Due to the nature of industrial applications, most of which have a higher quality of service (QoS) and complicated operating environments, more stringent requirements are posed on the synchronization protocol design, including higher achievable synchronization accuracy, reduced network overhead for exchanges
of packets containing timestamps, and enhanced security against external attack and internal
abnormalities. Those requirements make the synchronization protocol design more challenging as compared to the traditional point-to-point synchronization methods. Moreover, the dynamic and harsh operating environments in IIoT systems will result in more challenges. The
temperature-induced clock drift will be more severe in industrial environments, which will
lead to a larger re-synchronization interval and waster of resources. Consequently, novel synchronization schemes are required for large-scale IIoT systems. Additionally, one of the most
promising enablers in IIoT systems, digital twin can establish a comprehensive understanding of the physical entities by conducting thorough simulation and analysis. Existing digital
twin-based solutions, ranging from intelligent manufacturing to data outlier detection, are ef-
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fective in enhancing industrial vertical applications. It is observed that the mutual benefit
can be achieved by adopting digital twin during clock synchronization so that more accurate
clock synchronization is attainable by providing more understanding of the distributed clocks
in a real-time manner. Therefore, designing synchronization schemes with this most advanced
technique is expected to become one of the most inspiring topics for IIoT systems.

Chapter 3
Distributed Clock Synchronization Based
on Intelligent Clustering
Accurate clock synchronization in the Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) systems forms the
cornerstone of distributed interaction and coordination among various infrastructures and machines in an industrial environment. However, due to the widespread use of wireless networks
in industrial applications, constraints inherent to wireless networks including uncertain propagation delays, random packets losses, and unguaranteed communication resources are unavoidable, leading to dramatically increased clock synchronization error and unreliable or even outdated information. Meanwhile, time information transmissions are vulnerable to suffer from
malicious attacks, causing unreliable timestamps and insecure synchronization. In this chapter, we proposed a distributed clock synchronization protocol based on an intelligent clustering
algorithm to achieve accurate, secure and packet-efficient clock synchronization. The varying
rate of skew of every clock is collected and utilized for cluster formation as well as malicious
node detection. According to established clusters, various synchronization frequencies are assigned, which can avoid excessive network access contention, reduce overall communication
resource consumption, and improve synchronization accuracy. Meanwhile, a two-tier fault detection algorithm consists of outlier detection and second-order regressive model prediction is
applied to determine potential malicious nodes. The simulation results demonstrate that the
proposed protocol overwhelms simultaneous synchronization protocols in terms of synchronization performance and faulty node detection.
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Introduction

Technological advancement of Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) and cyber-physical systems
(CPS) is expected to enable the next industrial revolution through Industry 4.0, whose focus is
distributed intelligent manufacturing [2] [66]. Distributed automation systems essentially rely
on the reliable delivery and secure exchange of critical sensing and controlling information,
which cannot be directly supported by traditional wired communication technologies due to the
lack of scalability, convenience, and movability. Inspired by the easy installation and adoption
of wireless communication, an increasing number of industrial factories are converting their
approaches of information delivery and exchange into wireless. However, the association of
the industrial environment and wireless communication should be carefully devised to realize
the rigorous requirements of automation processes [67].
Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) systems are widely investigated and utilized for their
intelligence and seamless connectivity. The ubiquitous interconnection among sensors, controllers, and actuators constitutes a critical foundation for many important applications, ranging from large scale data gathering to distributed device cooperation and coordination. Those
applications bring a stringent requirement on the time accuracy among devices in IIoT systems.
With accurately synchronized clocks throughout the network, severe impact will be caused on
the overall performance of the industrial system. Firstly, distributed control-related applications, e.g., collaboration among distributed controllers and actuators, cannot be proceeded in
the case of lacking accurate time consensus. The control-related information shared among
involved devices should be aligned precisely, which is the basis of the cooperative control in
large scale IIoT systems with a large number of devices. This kind of application requires
extremely high clock accuracy (around 1µs [68]), which can be achieved only with a dedicated synchronization process and communication resources. Secondly, data analysis in IIoT
systems including large scale data aggregation and decision making, cannot be effectively performed if data collected from distributed devices are labeled with inconsistent and inaccurate
timestamps. The misalignment of time-sensitive data among distributed devices will result in
an inaccurate correlation analysis. In the scenario that a large number of distributed devices
and massive data are involved in the same network, designing a synchronization protocol with
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both high accuracy and less communication resource consumption will be of the utmost importance. Furthermore, in industrial systems with devices occupying time division multiple
access (TDMA) mechanism to ensure the guaranteed delivery of their packets, accurate time
synchronization among devices is extremely critical to avoid the unnecessary occupation of
communication resources due to imprecisely divided time slots. Any unexpected conflict and
contention will conduct indeterministic information conveyance among infrastructures as well
as degraded profit in the overall industry manufacturing.
However, traditional synchronization methods are always achieved by calibrating the massive clocks within the network simultaneously. Due to the heterogeneity of the devices as
well as the associated oscillator, their clocks will generate clock outputs with different quality.
By assigned the unified synchronization frequency for all devices, insufficient synchronization accuracy or exceeding network resource consumption would be caused as some of the
main consequences. Meanwhile, the design of clock synchronization in an IIoT system should
never be isolated from communication. On the one hand, communication resources allocated
to clock synchronization should be limited. In the literature, a few works were proposed to
improve synchronization accuracy by designing complicated algorithms or redundant packets
delivery [69], which unavoidably increases the amount of resource consumption, leading to a
shortage of network resources and even reduced network lifespan. Therefore, a suitable protocol design is required to keep the overall synchronization process packet-efficient. On the
other hand, the secure and reliable delivery of clock information is of the utmost importance in
the network with potential packet losses, anomalous nodes, and malicious attacks [70]. Packet
dropouts will naturally increase the interval between two synchronization instants, causing
increased time imprecision in the network. Meanwhile, faulty or malicious nodes can take advantage of delayed or inaccurate information to mislead clock information calculation. With
potential malicious attacks, safety and productivity of physical infrastructures would be diminished. All of those uncertainties caused by the characteristics of wireless communication will
result in severe issues and failures without proper interference.
Main contributions of the proposed distributed clock synchronization protocol (DCSP) are
summarized as follows:
1) The proposed DCSP can improve synchronization accuracy and packet-efficiency while
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reducing the overhead during synchronization processes by adopting clustered network topology. DCSP contains two phases, namely, synchronization initialization phase (SIP) and distributed synchronization phase (DSP). SIP is responsible for correcting initial clock skew and
offset while DSP is used for the consecutive procedure. Clocks will be accurately synchronized
after SIP, however, time difference among clocks will still appear due to their various varying
rates of skew (VRS), i.e., the changing rate of the oscillation frequency of a clock. Therefore,
DSP is executed successively to achieve further clock synchronization.
2) The threshold-based K-means clustering algorithm is utilized to reduce the total communication resource consumption during the synchronization process compared to the randomly
clustered topology. Specifically, based on the VRS of every node estimated, the overall network is divided into several clusters. A cluster of nodes with larger VRS will be synchronized
more frequently while larger synchronization intervals will be appeared at nodes with insignificant VRS to avoid unnecessary packet delivery. Therefore, nodes in the network will not be
synchronized simultaneously, as always proposed in the literature. Simulation results proved
that the overall communication frequency of DCSP is reduced on the promise that the synchronization accuracy is guaranteed.
3) Meanwhile, VRS information-based fault detection algorithm is developed to improve
synchronization security in networks with potential node failure and malicious attacks. We
proposed a two-tier fault detection algorithm, where cluster heads are firstly used to decide if
any node in their clusters is malicious. Historical VRS values of potential suspicious nodes
and their prospective VRS estimated according to a second-order autoregressive model will be
further compared in the case that more than one malicious node are detected within one cluster.
It could be observed that by adopting the proposed detection approach, the effect of malicious
attacks and faulty nodes is significantly reduced.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Related work about synchronization protocols is given in Section 3.2. Protocol initialization consists of network topology initialization,
clock model, and the synchronization initialization phase is discussed in Section 3.3, while
the distributed synchronization phase is designed in Section 3.4, including distributed synchronization frequency setup and faulty node detection algorithm. In Section 3.5, simulation results
are carried out to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed protocol in terms of packets
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delivery reduction and malicious nodes detection. Finally, we conclude our work in Section
3.6.

3.2

Related Work

Numerous clock synchronization protocols have been proposed to achieve accurate or reliable
time synchronization in different scenarios, including wireless sensor networks, IoT systems,
and wireless local area networks [71]. Cluster-based topology is one of the most commonly
selected structures during network setup to ensure the efficiency of clock synchronization, especially when there are a large number of nodes involoved in one network. Meanwhile, recursive packet exchange between two nodes during clock synchronization is prevalent due to the
improved security against various malicious attacks as well as the ability to eliminate symmetric propagation delay. Therefore, works about synchronization protocols using cluster-based
recursive packet exchange will be discussed in this section. Furthermore, since the security
of clock information is regarded as one of the most fundamental requirements in industrial
applications, secure synchronization algorithms in literature will also be summarized.
A) Reference-based Recursive approaches refer to schemes where the bidirectional transmission of clock information between each two participated nodes is necessary. This kind
of packets delivery is more commonly adopted in protocol designs [49]-[53], as well as our
proposed protocol. Precision time protocol (PTP) [72] was proposed to achieve precise clock
synchronization in a wired computer network without considering clock drift correction. Numerous improvements were performed to migrate the traditional PTP to be suitable to timesensitive wireless networks, from various prospectives. Authors in [33] considered a revised
version of PTP with clock skew correction by calculating the relative oscillation factor between
every two nodes in an industrial network, however, the network structure and synchronization
process flow are not thoroughly developed. Meanwhile, the propagation delay is assumed to be
symmetric, which may cause uncertain synchronization inaccuracy. The effect of asymmetric
channel is studied and estimated in [73], where the packet delay variations are modeled by
a Gamma distribution. On the other hand, two-way time synchronization protocols based on
overhearing mechanisms are proposed in [39] and [74], with an expectation that the packet
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delivered can be reduced.
B) Clustered Synchronization approaches are commonly adopted in networks with homogeneous nodes, e.g., wireless sensor networks. By dividing distributed nodes into clusters,
the time information can be delivered more efficiently while cluster heads can provide greater
processing capability to deal with the computation inside each cluster. Based on this idea,
the authors in [75] proposed a clustered consensus time synchronization (CCTS) by dividing
all nodes in the network into several clusters while the intra-cluster time synchronization is
achieved by using an improved distributed consensus time synchronization algorithm. Due
to the reason that the global time synchronization is achieved within two successive steps, a
lower convergence rate is unavoidable. A cluster-based maximum consensus time synchronization (CMTS) method is proposed in [76] to improve the rate of convergence by applying the
maximum consensus and consistency theory while considering bounded delay models. Furthermore, a three-step consensus time synchronization method to reduce the communication
overhead was proposed in [77] by setting a threshold during the intra-cluster synchronization
stage. The packets required to be transmitted and the convergence rate are further improved in
clustered WSNs.
C) Secure Time Synchronization methods are widely explored in literature due to the necessity of security mechanisms to mitigate various kinds of malicious behavior including message
manipulation attack and Sybil attack during clock synchronization. A spanning tree was initially developed in [16] to eliminate fake timestamps transmitted from malicious nodes by
designing a secure synchronization protocol for each node based on the information from its
father node and grandfather node. According to the offset calculated from its parent nodes,
the reliability of timestamps can be validated. Meanwhile, a robust and secure time synchronization protocol (RTSP) [44] was proposed to defend Sybil attacks by performing malicious behavior detection according to the improved graph theoretical method. Moreover,
node-identification-based time synchronization was proposed in [78] to enhance the security
of time synchronization on the basis of the fact that the clock drifting of every hardware is
unique [79]. A correlated skew checking scheme was proposed to discover potential anomaly
during time synchronization.
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Figure 3.1: The cluster-based network with a few nodes randomly deployed. Chief cluster head
(CCH) is selected to provide reference clock information while several cluster heads (CH) are
elected for reference expansion.

3.3
3.3.1

Synchronization Protocol Initialization
Network Topology Initialization

Network topology selection is highly dependent on the total number of nodes in the network,
distribution of the nodes, as well as the requirement of different scenarios. For clock synchronization, accuracy and efficiency are of the utmost importance, since a severe degradation
will be caused if an inappropriate network structure is adopted. Compared to other network
structures, e.g., spanning tree or mesh topology, cluster-based architecture has its unique advantages, including the increased distributed computation ability and enhanced efficiency during
information exchange. Therefore, cluster-based topology is used in the proposed protocol for a
local area IIoT system, as shown in Fig. 3.1. Meanwhile, all nodes in the network are assumed
to transmit information within one hop while every node is inside the communication range of
other nodes, which are feasible assumptions in a local area network. In this chapter, different
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clustering policies are adopted in SIP and DSP, respectively. For SIP, one of the nodes with
a stable clock output will be selected as the standard time, and all the other nodes should be
synchronized accordingly. The rest n − 1 nodes in the entire network are gathered into M clusters randomly, M cluster heads (CHs) are elected consequently. These CHs are responsible for
the synchronization within their clusters, while the reference node can be regarded as a chief
cluster head (CCH), which is used to deliver the standard time to all the CHs. It is worth noting
that the clock of CCH is always regarded as reliable and trustworthy, which requires a careful
selection at the initialization phase. The clustering algorithm may frequently perform to select
more reliable and proper CHs. However, the CCH will remain the same in our assumption.
Once the synchronization among CCH and CHs is achieved, the cluster members will synchronize their clocks according to their CHs immediately, so that the overall synchronization can
be realized.

3.3.2

Clock Model

The reason for the time difference among distributed nodes in a large-scale network is twofold.
Firstly, since devices are equipped with low-cost quartz-crystal oscillators with time-varying
frequency, the initial state of clocks would be different. Meanwhile, the varying rate of their
skews is also not the same, causing consecutive error after long-term operation. Specifically,
the clock of one node can be expressed by
Ci (t) = αi (t)t + βi

(3.1)

where αi and βi are time-varying clock skew and constant clock offset, respectively. An ideal
value of αi and βi are 1 and 0, which means Cideal = t. Clock skew is caused by frequency
drift of the oscillator in the node while the clock offset is typical because of the initial setup of
the network. Due to the internal or external environment, e.g., voltage, temperature and aging,
the oscillation frequency of every device is slightly different from the ideal scenario, leading to
significant time difference among infrastructures in the same network. According to [71], the
frequency of an oscillator of node i at the instant tk can be written as
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fi (tk ) = fi (1 + si tk ) + ∆ fi + Ni (tk )

(3.2)

where fi is the ideal frequency of the clock, si is its drift rate, ∆ fi is the frequency skew of
the oscillator, and Ni is the noise of node i, which has an insignificant effect on the frequency
variation. Since clock skew is the relative relation between the real clock frequency of each
clock and its ideal clock frequency, based on (3.2), clock skew of node i can be expressed as
αi (tk ) = 1 + ∆αi + si tk

(3.3)

where ∆αi and si are the initial clock skew and VRS, both of which affect the clock accuracy. In
this proposed clock model, it is assumed that ∆αi is a constant value affected by the manufacturer while the VRS, namely, the changing rate of clock skew, is also assumed to be a constant
dependent on a few internal or external factors as mentioned previously.
The synchronization accuracy in this chapter is described by the normalized mean square
error (NMSE) of the time difference in the network at any instant tk , which is written as
Pn
(tk ) =

i=1 (

Ci (tk )−C0 (tk ) 2
)
tk

n

(3.4)

where C0 it the local clock of CCH node. It is worth noting that this clock model is also adopted
in the DSP.

3.3.3

Initial Synchronization

The SIP is achieved based on the packet delivery approach used in the PTP scheme. As stated
previously, the SIP is divided into two steps. In Step I, the clock synchronization between every
CH node and the CCH node can be achieved with four successive packet transmissions. The
packet delivery order is shown in Fig. 3.2, where the first two packets skew correction 1 and
skew correction 2 are responsible for calculating the relative skew between any two nodes. Although similar to the PTP scheme, there are still several significant differences in the proposed
protocol. Firstly, skew correction based on the first two transmissions with the same direction
is adopted, which is not considered in the traditional PTP scheme. Meanwhile, the second pair
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t1
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t4
t5

t6
t7
t8
Figure 3.2: Two pairs of packets are required to be exchanged during each synchronization
process for skew correction and offset compensation, respectively.

of transmissions in the reversed direction can eliminate the influence of symmetric propagation
delay as stated in the PTP scheme, with higher accuracy due to the elimination of clock skew.
To be more specific, according to (3.1), clocks of node i and j can be written as

Ci = αi t + βi
and
C j = α jt + β j

(3.5)

Thus, the relative skew αi j between node i and node j can be obtained by
αi j =

t
t
αi Ci3 − Ci1
= t4
α j C j − C tj2

(3.6)
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It is worth noting that when the CCH node is selected as the node j, its relative skew compared
to other nodes will be denoted by ri , given by
ri =

αi
αCCH

=

Cit3 − Cit1

(3.7)

t4
t2
CCCH
− CCCH

By multiplying αi j to (3.5), the clock of node j will be increased with the same rate of node i,
shown as
Ĉ j = αi j (α j t + β j ) = αi t + β̂ j

(3.8)

where β̂ j = αi j β j is the new offset of node j after skew correction, while another two packets
offset compensation 1 and offset compensation 2 are transmitted in the opposite direction to
compensate this offset with respect to its CH node. The relative offset of any node i and j can
be calculated by
1
βi j = [(Cit5 − C tj6 ) + (Cit8 − C tj7 )]
2

(3.9)

By adding (3.9) to (3.8), the newly generated clock of node j will finally run with the same
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Figure 3.3: The initial offset in the network for distributed clocks, where the offsets are huge
and random compared to the CCH node.
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Figure 3.4: The offset evolution after step I synchronization. The offset for cluster heads are
eliminated while the offsets in cluster member almost remain the same.

skew and offset as node i. By performing this process to all CHs, Step I synchronization is
achieved. In Step II, every node will synchronize according to its CH, with the same procedure
of Step I. Global synchronization will be realized once another four packets are successfully
delivered between every node and its CH. Theoretically, all nodes in the network will be operated under the same clock parameters after Step I and II synchronization.
A simulation example is performed to show the results and drawbacks of this commonly
used synchronization process only considering symmetric propagation delay, which can be
thoroughly canceled with round packet delivery. The offsets during synchronization initialization phase is shown in Fig. 3.3, which demonstrates the initial setup of 50 nodes in the network
with an offset around 2 × 10−6 seconds. After Step I synchronization, i.e., the synchronization
phase between CCH node and every CH node, the offsets among those nodes are almost eliminated compared with cluster members. Fig. 3.5 shows the final synchronization results after
Step II, where all the nodes are synchronized with respect to the CCH node with a tiny time
error due to the ignorance of packet losses and contention delay. However, this time difference
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Figure 3.5: The value of offsets for all clocks are extremely small after Step II clock synchronization. Traditional synchronization will stop here and repeat periodically to meet the
accuracy criteria.
becomes relatively huge after 10 seconds since the clocks are running freely with a different
VRS si in every node, as shown in Fig. 3.6. Therefore, the periodic synchronization process is
required to maintain an acceptable time difference in the network.

3.3.4

Simultaneous Synchronization Analysis

It is clear that in the synchronization initialization phase, all nodes in the network are randomly
divided into a few clusters. Compared to the distributed synchronization phase to be introduced
in the next section, SIP synchronizes all nodes simultaneous in the same frequency, called as
cluster-based simultaneous synchronization. As shown in Fig. 3.5, the clock difference within
the network is reduced dramatically after this synchronization process. Although the time error
increased after a few seconds, this error can be limited within the expectation if the SIP scheme
can proceed frequently. A proper synchronization frequency should be calculated according to
the evolution of the clock error to ensure the overall clock accuracy in the network under the
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Figure 3.6: Due to the existence of varying rate of skew, the offsets of the synchronized nodes
will rise dramatically after a few seconds.

requirement. According to (3.4), the largest NMSE in the network can be obtained by
Pn
max =

i=1 (

Ci (τ− )−C0 (τ− ) 2
)
τ−

n

(3.10)

where τ− is the instant right before the synchronization is performed while n is the total number of nodes in the network. Clearly, by setting a proper synchronization frequency, the overall
NMSE can be limited within the requirement. However, by synchronizing all nodes simultaneously, redundant resources will be consumed, as illustrated in the simulation section. Therefore, the distributed synchronization scheme is proposed to reduce unnecessary synchronization actions.
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Distributed Synchronization Phase

As stated in Section 3.3, periodic synchronization is necessary, therefore, the frequency of
synchronization should be considered comprehensively. This frequency can be related to the
VRS of every node, the accuracy requirement according to the potential applications, and the
communication constraints including random delay and packet losses. In traditional clusterbased synchronization processes, all nodes in the network will be synchronized with the same
frequency, i.e., every node will try to communicate with its CH node simultaneously, causing
potential network access contention and increasing communication channel consumption, especially in a large-scale network. Motivated by Fig. 3.6, where the VRS of some nodes might
be similar to each other, we proposed an intelligent clustering strategy to allocate heterogeneous frequency to each cluster.

3.4.1

Intelligent Clustering

Instead of randomly forming the clusters, we are inspired by the threshold-based K-means
clustering algorithm [80], which is an adaptive K-means algorithm focus on regulating the
difference among every node in each cluster to be smaller than a pre-defined threshold. In
this chapter, we considered to use the VRS value of each device as the input of the adaptive
K-means clustering algorithm to intelligently clustering the heterogeneous devices into desired
groups based on their clock quality. The specific steps for the intelligent clustering algorithm
1 are listed as follows:
1. The relative skew ri between every node and the CCH node selected in the previous phase
is calculated according to (3.6). Then, one of the nodes is selected as the CH node of the
first cluster.
2. For every node in the network, calculate the difference between its relative skew ri and
the relative skew rCH1 of the CH node. If this difference di is larger than the predefined
threshold, a new cluster with the centroid of node i should be established. Otherwise,
node i will be collected in the corresponding cluster. The difference between every two
clusters should be kept larger than the threshold, while the internal difference among
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nodes inside each cluster should be limited within the threshold.

3. After establishing the preliminary clusters based on step 2), the node closest to the center
of every cluster should be selected as the new CH. If any node in the network has a
difference smaller than the threshold compared to more than one new CHs, that node
should be allocated to the cluster with a smaller difference.

Based on this intelligent clustering algorithm, the cluster structure of the network is dynamic and adaptive. This is very important since the VRS of every node could be varying due
to environmental change. It can be observed that the proposed K-means clustering algorithm
is based on the predefined threshold, which determines the clustering size and the inter-cluster
interval. A more individualized synchronization strategy can be design throughout the overall
IIoT system with a smaller threshold. However, the network overhead and synchronization
efficiency may be degraded as a drawback. Therefore, a tradeoff is necessary to balance the
clustering design according to the network scale and synchronization requirement. Furthermore, it is worth noting that the re-clustering is always necessary to be conducted by the CCH
in some specific situations, e.g., malicious CHs are detected.

3.4.2

Heterogeneous Frequency Setup

After organizing all nodes into several clusters according to their VRS, the more advanced
synchronization phase, i.e., distributed synchronization phase, should be considered. The synchronization design in terms of the frequency for each IIoT device should be assigned with
tailored feature according to the varying rate of its clock, in other words, a node with a highly
unstable clock should be synchronized more frequently than the node with a high-quality clock.
After synchronization initialization phase, all nodes in the network are accurately synchronized
with respect to the time reference provided by CCH node, which is written as
Ci (t) = α0 (t)t + β0

(3.11)
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Algorithm 1 Intelligent clustering using threshold based K-means algorithm
1: Initialization:
2:

for i = 1 : #node do

3:

Calculate ri according to Eq. (3.7)

4:

Select node1 as CH1 of cluster C1

5:

end for

6:

#cluster = 1

7:

Recursion:

8:

for i = 1 : #node do

9:
10:
11:
12:

for j = 1 : #cluster do
if ri − rCH j < thresholdη then
i ∈ Cj
else

13:

CH j+1 = i

14:

#cluster = #cluster + 1

15:
16:

end if
end for

17:

end for

18:

Finalization:

19:

for j = 1 : #cluster do

20:

Calculate the mean r̄C j

21:

for k = 1 : #node ∈ C j do

22:

dk = r̄C j − rk

23:

if dk < dCH j then

24:
25:
26:
27:

CH j = k
end if
end for
end for
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However, due to the uniqueness of the VRS value of each node, the clock output will vary in
different extents
Ci (t) = (α0 + ri si t)t + β0

(3.12)

Based on (3.4), the averaged time difference inside any cluster compared to the time reference
can be estimated by

Pnm
(tk ) =

2 2
2
i=1 ri (tk−1 ) s̄i tk

nm

(3.13)

where nm is the number of nodes inside the mth cluster, while ri (tk−1 ) is the relative skew between node i and the CCH node calculated to perform the skew correction in the last synchronization instant. The synchronization accuracy will reduce gradually, and a higher time error
will arise with time. To limit this time difference in the desired range, the synchronization frequency should be assigned properly so that the overall synchronization accuracy can be smaller
than the requirement ρ, i.e., (tk ) ≤ ρ. According to (3.13), the next synchronization instant
can be further derived as
tk =

r

nm ρ
2
2
i=1 ri (tk−1 ) s̄i

Pnm

(3.14)

Clearly, the synchronization frequency for each cluster depends on its network scale, synchronization requirement on the accuracy, VRS expectation of the cluster, and the initial difference
of skews.

3.4.3

Malicious Node Detection

Due to the feature of wireless communication, faulty nodes and malicious attack are inevitable during clock synchronization. Malicious nodes are assumed to be omniscient and they
can take advantage of delay [81] so that during the synchronization period, misleading information can be received by the CH node, leading to unexpected time error. Therefore, an effective
approach with limited computation complexity to detect malicious nodes is necessary. Based
on the VRS calculated from the previous sections, a two-tier cluster-based detection algorithm
is proposed in algorithm 2. In the first step, the CH of each cluster will calculate the difference
of VRS between itself and its cluster members. In the case that only one cluster member is
beyond the threshold, that member will be recorded as a malicious node. If more than one
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Algorithm 2 Malicious node detection based on CH observation and model prediction
Require: a small number φ
1:

for j = 1 : #cluster do

2:

Mj = 0

3:

for k=1:#node in C j do

4:

dk = rk − rCH j

5:

if dk > thre then

6:

Mj + +

7:

n j = {k}

8:
9:
10:
11:
12:

end if
end for
if M j = 1 then
Report n j as malicious node
else

13:

Calculate expected α̂k according to Eq. (3.15)

14:

if rn j − r̂n j > φ then

15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:

Report n j as malicious nodes
else
Report n j as malicious nodes
end if
end if
end for
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node are recorded inside any cluster, the probability that the CH node is faulty will arise significantly. To avoid the effect caused by malicious CH nodes, the potential faulty nodes should
be further validated in step 2, where every node inside the interested cluster should calculate
its expected VRS according to the historical information, written as

Â(k + 1) = ΩAH (k)

(3.15)

where Â is the prediction while AH is the historical data given by AH (k) = [α(k), α(k − 1)]T ,
while Ω is the coefficients of this second-order auto-regressive model. The expansion of Ω is
given by


ω11 ω12 




ω21 ω22 

Ω = 
 ... ... 




ωn1 ωn2

(3.16)

Then nodes with an observed value αi (k + 1) significantly different from its predicted value
α̂i (k + 1) will be reported as malicious. By setting this two-tier fault detection algorithm,
unnecessary computation is saved in the case with an individual malicious node. Meanwhile,
the potential dangers caused by faulty CH nodes can be avoided.

After malicious node detection, there will be two different approaches to deal with abnormal nodes according to their roles. If a cluster member is detected as malicious, its time
information generated will be ignored to avoid excessive clock inaccuracy within the network.
Instead, the clock information provided by its cluster head will be utilized for the clock synchronization. By contrast, if a cluster head is regarded as malicious, the clustering algorithm
should be executed once again to ensure that another reliable cluster head is selected. Although
this process will bring more communication overhead, the security of the synchronization process can be significantly improved.
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Performance Evaluation
Simulation Setup

In this simulation, 50 heterogeneous IIoT devices with different clock qualities are randomly
deployed in an industrial environment, while the VRS value for the distributed clocks are assigned from 1 × 10−8 , 3 × 10−8 , 5 × 10−8 , 7 × 10−8 , and 9 × 10−8 . After SIP, all nodes will
operate with an identical clock skew, however different VRS will cause clock error gradually.
The CCH node used in SIP will continually act as the reference node, while new CH nodes
will be appointed according to the clustering algorithm. Each cluster member is assumed to be
connected with its cluster head within one hop.

3.5.2

Intelligent Clustering

In this section, the effectiveness of the threshold-based clustering algorithm is evaluated. The
threshold is set to be 1 × 10−8 so that smaller VRS differences can be captured. The clustering
result for the interested network is shown in Fig. 3.7, where all the nodes are classified into 5
clusters with distinct VRS. It is clear that the difference of VRS inside every cluster is limited
to smaller than the threshold, while the distance between the centroid of each two clusters is
kept far enough. Therefore, various synchronization frequencies can be assigned to different
clusters without compromising any synchronization accuracy.

3.5.3

Distributed Synchronization Analysis

According to section 3.4.2, synchronization frequencies are calculated by (3.14). Compared
to the simultaneous synchronization protocol, the proposed protocol will assign a higher frequency to clusters with larger VRS, while clusters with a smaller VRS will be synchronized
less frequently. Therefore, the time difference of every cluster compared to the reference time
will not be the same. By adopting the proposed scheme, the overall clock synchronization
accuracy should be guaranteed on the basis that less resource is consumed.
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Figure 3.7: A number of 50 nodes are organized into 5 clusters by the proposed intelligent
clustering algorithm. Five clusters are formed, where expected cluster centers are 1 × 10−8 ,
3 × 10−8 , 5 × 10−8 , 7 × 10−8 , and 9 × 10−8 , respectively.

3.5.3.1

Accuracy Analysis

In this subsection, the overall synchronization accuracy is evaluated. As stated previously,
the clock accuracy is analyzed based on (3.4). The main difference between the simultaneous
scheme and proposed scheme is that, for simultaneous synchronization, the largest NMSE in
the network is calculated by (3.10) based on the averaged clock difference of all nodes in the
network with respect to the reference node. By contrast, the NMSE for the proposed scheme
will be calculated on the basis of every cluster. For the jth cluster, its NMSE at instant τ− is
given by
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Pn j
 jmax =

i=1 (

Ci (τ−j )−C0 (τ−j ) 2
)
τ−j

nj

(3.17)

where n j is the number of nodes in cluster j. The overall NMSE in the network can be written
as

PM
ˆmax =

j=1 ( jmax )

M

(3.18)

where M is the number of clusters established according to the K-means clustering algorithm.
By limiting the maximum NMSE of every cluster to smaller than the required accuracy, it can
be guaranteed that the overall NMSE in the network will meet this requirement. Therefore,
it can be observed that the simultaneous synchronization protocols always give a suboptimal
frequency to guarantee the accuracy, however, unnecessary packets are delivered.
Although both (3.10) and (3.18) are responsible for calculating the NMSE in the overall network, the freedom of NMSE restriction is different in those two schemes. In (3.10), the
NMSE will increase simultaneously, while it will drop only if the synchronization is performed.
Therefore, the evolution of clock accuracy in the simultaneous synchronization scheme is centralized. By contrast, in (3.18), the overall NMSE in the network is restricted in a distributed
manner, namely, by reducing the NMSE within each cluster. Therefore, for clusters of clocks
with different qualities, a unique synchronization frequency can be assigned to achieve the
overall clock accuracy.
Meanwhile, the effect of synchronization frequency in simultaneous protocols is shown in
Fig. 3.8. It is clear that by increasing the synchronization frequency, clusters with higher VRS
are more beneficial. By contrast, the NMSE of nodes with a high-quality clock will be reduced
not as significantly as other nodes. Therefore, increasing the synchronization frequency for
nodes with larger VRS will cause more gain in terms of averaged NMSE.
The comparison between simultaneous protocol and proposed asynchronous protocol in
terms of clock accuracy is shown in Fig. 3.9, where it can be observed that although some
nodes are synchronized less frequently in the proposed scheme, the overall clock accuracy is
still less than the pre-defined accuracy requirement, i.e., 1 × 10−6 s. Meanwhile, compared
to the simultaneous scheme, this accuracy is even better due to the reason that the averaged
NMSE in the network is mainly caused by clocks with larger VRS, who are assigned with a
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Figure 3.8: The effect of synchronization frequency with respect to the averaged NMSE in
each cluster. Synchronization with the same frequency cannot achieve identical benefit for
heterogeneous clocks.
higher synchronization frequency in the proposed scheme. Therefore, by using the proposed
synchronization protocol, a higher averaged clock accuracy is achieved.

3.5.3.2

Packet Requirement Analysis

It can be observed from Fig. 3.9 that more synchronization actions are performed (when the
line goes down) in the proposed scheme compared to the simultaneous case. However, during
each synchronization process, only nodes in the same cluster are triggered. In other words,
the number of nodes synchronized each time is less than the simultaneous protocol. Since the
wireless communication resources are limited, it is meaningful to study the packets required
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Figure 3.9: The evolution of NMSE with respect to time. When the lines go down, one or more
synchronization actions are performed. The proposed method achieved accurate synchronization in a distributed manner.

to be delivered and resources required to be occupied during the synchronization process for
further validation of the proposed protocol.
Fig. 3.10 demonstrates the overall packets required to be transmitted per second with different synchronization accuracy requirements. Clearly, with a higher accuracy requirement, there
are more synchronization actions required to proceed in restricting the clock instability within
the desired range. Compared to the simultaneous case, the proposed distributed approach always requires fewer packets to be delivered to guarantee the overall accuracy, meaning that
more communication resources are saved in the synchronization with an intelligent clustering
algorithm. In the case that clock accuracy is loose, the gap between these two schemes is
even more significant, due to the reason that fewer nodes should be synchronized with lower
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Figure 3.10: Comparison of averaged packets required per second in simultaneous protocol
and the proposed one in terms of synchronization accuracy requirement in a network with 150
nodes.
accuracy requirements in the proposed protocol.
Meanwhile, Fig. 3.11 illustrates the effect of the total number of nodes in the network with
respect to the packets delivered. The proposed protocol overwhelms the simultaneous one with
different network scales since fewer packets are required for nodes with a smaller VRS. Meanwhile, with a larger number of nodes deployed in the system, more resources are preserved in
the proposed distributed scheme. This is due to the reason that when the simultaneous synchronization scheme is adopted in larger-scale networks, more nodes are required to synchronize at
the same time, leading to more limited communication resource and competitive contention of
accessing the network. Thus, unavoidable packet losses will be caused, and a re-transmission
mechanism is required to guarantee the delivery of the time information. By contrast, in the dis-
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Figure 3.11: With the same accuracy requirement of 1.5 × 10−6 s in networks with different
scales, the proposed scheme will always save more resources for different network scales.
tributed synchronization protocol, fewer nodes will synchronize simultaneously. Packet losses
will be significantly reduced, and the conveyance of timestamps will be more reliable. It is
worth noting that with the proposed protocol, more communication resources can be saved for
further application-oriented information transmission, leading to a better performance in the
overall system.

3.5.3.3

Security Analysis

It should be mentioned that the previous simulations are achieved in the absence of malicious
attacks and faulty nodes. Due to the ubiquity of malicious nodes in wireless communication
applications, the proposed synchronization protocol should be still effective with potential ma-
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Figure 3.12: The effectiveness of the proposed fault node detection method. The malicious
nodes are appeared and detected at around the fifth second, then predicted values are utilized
for the further clock synchronization process.
licious attacks. In this simulation, three kinds of message manipulation attacks are considered,
namely, malicious nodes try to transmit a random value instead of their real clock information,
malicious nodes suddenly change their parameter, e.g., give out a piece of misleading topology
information, and malicious nodes will confuse their CH by delayed time information.
• Malicious node will continuously generate fault value at its synchronization instant, pretending to be its local clock information, i.e.,
Cm (τ) = v(τ)

• Malicious node will suddenly change its topological information to mislead its cluster
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head and cluster member, so that the synchronization of the clock could be interrupted.
• Malicious node will take advantage of delayed information and provide an outdated clock
information to its cluster head, i.e.,
Cm (τ) = Cm (τ − dm )
where dm is the random and unpredictable delay occupied by malicious node m.
Fig. 3.12 compares the cases with and without malicious node detection algorithm. It can

be observed that without fault detection mechanism, the clock error will increase dramatically
after 5 seconds, where the faulty nodes are expected to behave maliciously. This increment
will be unbounded since misleading information is exchanged continuously. Fortunately, with
the proposed detection algorithm, all these three kinds of malicious attacks are resolved by
detecting potential malicious nodes and using the reliable clock information instead. The synchronization accuracy is improved by adopting the proposed algorithm, and only a little difference is caused due to the imprecise prediction compared to the case without malicious nodes.
However, it is worth noting that this algorithm will become less effective if the malicious node
continually transmits eavesdropped clock information obtained from its neighbor. In this case,
the fault detection algorithm will firstly detect it as a malicious node, but the clustering algorithm will regard the malicious node like a regular node with varied VRS, leading to slightly
weakened synchronization accuracy in a short period. Finally, it is worth noting that, the number of malicious device will not affect the proposed two-tier abnormal detection scheme, due
to the historical tracking of the VRS value on each clock. By comparing the estimated value
with the real-time VRS of the potential malicious nodes, the abnormal device can be efficiently
distinguished with high detection precision.

3.6

Chapter Summary

In this chapter, an intelligent clustering-based distributed synchronization protocol is proposed
for local area industrial IoT systems to achieve reliable, packet efficient, and secure clock synchronization. To be specific, the overall synchronization process consists of two phases. The
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first phase is responsible for initial skews correction and offsets compensation. After the first
phase, all clocks will operate in the same frequency with different drift rates. In the second
phase, all nodes in the network are grouped into several clusters according to their VRS values,
which is relevant to their clock quality and the environment. One of the nodes is selected as
the chief cluster head based on the clock quality to provide reference time while several cluster
heads are elected, acting as connectors between the CCH node and cluster members. Different
from simultaneous synchronization, in the proposed scheme, nodes with a high-quality clock
are synchronized less frequently than those with an unstable clock. Meanwhile, according to
their VRS values, a fault detection algorithm is also developed to overcome malicious attacks
during synchronization processes. Simulation results proved that the proposed clock synchronization protocol could achieve a better performance in terms of accuracy and resource consumption. Furthermore, the proposed fault detection algorithm is capable of detecting harmful
attacks and improving clock accuracy.

Chapter 4
Digital Twin Enabled Intelligent
Distributed Clock Synchronization
Temporal cooperation among connected industrial equipment and infrastructures in an industrial Internet of things (IIoT) system hinges on low latency data exchange and accurate synchronization within sophisticated networks. However, the temperature-induced clock drift in
connected industry facilities constitutes a fundamental challenge for conventional synchronization techniques due to dynamic industrial environments. Furthermore, a large variation of
packet delivery latency in IIoT networks hinders the reliability of time information exchange,
leading to deteriorated clock synchronization performance in terms of synchronization accuracy and network resource consumption. In this chapter, a digital-twin-enabled model-based
scheme is proposed to achieve an intelligent clock synchronization for reducing resource consumption associated with distributed synchronization in fast-changing IIoT environments. By
leveraging the digital-twin-enabled clock models at remote locations, necessary interactions
among distributed IIoT facilities to achieve synchronization is dramatically reduced. The virtual clock modeling prior to clock synchronization helps to characterize each involved clock
so that its behavior under dynamic operating environments is predictable at a remote location
to avoid excessive synchronization-related data exchange and inaccurate estimations for clock
calibration. An edge-cloud collaborative architecture is also developed to enhance the overall
system efficiency during the development of remote digital-twin models. Simulation results
demonstrate that the proposed scheme can create an accurate virtual model remotely for each
68
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local clock according to the information gathered. Meanwhile, a significant enhancement on
the clock accuracy is accomplished with dramatically reduced communication resource consumption in networks with different packet delay variations.

4.1

Introduction

The ongoing convergence of information and communication technologies (ICT) and vertical
industry applications in the forms of advanced manufacturing, smart factories, and industry
4.0 will directly boost the efficiency, quality, and productivity of many industrial processes as
well as reducing the corresponding production costs [82]. By integrating communications, networking, and computing technologies, future cyber-physical systems (CPS) and the industrial
Internet of Things (IIoT) will enable the ubiquitous connectivity and interactivity among largescale industrial infrastructures [2] [83]. Assisted by the ongoing expansion and deployment
of the fifth-generation (5G) wireless technologies, timely large-scale sensing and controlling
information exchange among distributed physical infrastructures are becoming realities [84],
leading to frequent interactions among the connected facilities. However, the involvement of
a massive number of devices and their associated frequent data exchange will result in unexpected latency, which hinders the intelligence and precognition of the distributed process
in IIoT systems [85]. The long and nondeterministic network latency inevitably becomes a
significant impediment for the timely information exchange and efficiency enhancement in
distributed IIoT systems [86].
As a critical requirement to guarantee efficient distributed interaction, accurate clock synchronization within an IIoT system empowers the collaborative synergy among distributed
physical elements [20]. Without a consistent clock reference among the industrial infrastructures, data packets associated with misaligned time indices will be interchanged, leading to
inaccurate analysis of crucial data and decisions relying on stale data. The increasingly sophisticated industrial environment poses even more challenges on clock synchronization among all
involved entities. On the one hand, with the extensive development of ICT technologies, an
increasing number of factories will rely on 5G wireless technologies as one of their fundamental ways to meet critical requirements on time-sensitive applications in the near future [87].
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Consequently, a heterogeneous IIoT network based on wired standards (e.g., field bus), traditional wireless standards (e.g., wirelessHART), and arising 5G standards (e.g., URLLC) is
emerging [88], leading to new synchronization challenges including non-deterministic latencies and cross-standard synchronization for distributed nodes using various communication
standards [21]. On the other hand, the dynamic industry operating environment of an IIoT
system makes the synchronization process more challenging. As previously studied and validated [48] [68], clocks in complicated environments are susceptible to drift compared to those
in moderate residential and office circumstances. The temperature-induced clock drifting inherent to inexpensive crystal oscillators will inevitably result in inconsistent clock outputs among
IIoT devices, necessitating the situation-aware synchronization to fully address susceptibility
of distributed devices to the external influence.
Traditional synchronization techniques adopted in an IIoT environment, including precision
time protocol (PTP) [72] and flooding time synchronization protocol (FTSP) [89], are typically
achieved through frequent calibration of the target clock by minimizing the observed clock deviation from the time reference, without understanding the intrinsic model of the clock drift.
Consequently, a distributed synchronization process based on such mechanisms in a sophisticated industrial environment could become highly complex, leading to significantly reduced
synchronization accuracy and efficiency. With the emergence of digital twin, a situation-aware
and model-based distributed clock synchronization for IIoT systems could be enabled. By definition, digital twin is the digital counterpart of a physical infrastructure established through
comprehensive observation, modeling, and simulation processes that can reflect the real-time
relation between the physical entity and its virtual representation [90]. Consequently, digital
twin is indispensable to bridge the gap between the physical world and the virtual world while
enhancing the seamless integration between these two domains, which tends to be unattainable
without the involvement of accurate clock synchronization among all physical and digital entities. Therefore, it is critical to design an accurate and efficient clock synchronization technique
for IIoT systems coupled with the digital twin equivalents to enhance the coherent interaction
among all the constituents. Meanwhile, the establishment of the digital twin of an IIoT system can promote the understanding of its distributed physical constituents. The behavior of
all physical elements in an IIoT synthesis can be thoroughly modeled and predicted by their
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correlated digital counterparts, which are originated and updated exclusively based on the distributed information collected from their physical equivalents [91]. By leveraging the strength
of digital twin, the varying pattern of the distributed clocks in an IIoT system is predictable under fluctuating external environment, so that the synchronization process can be adapted with
situation-awareness. Meanwhile, by adopting the well-established digital twin at each local
device, the real-time behavior of each clock can be estimated, based on which the proactive
synchronization with reduced network resources can be expected.

Motivated by these considerations, a digital-twin-enabled distributed clock synchronization scheme is proposed in this chapter to tackle the previously mentioned synchronization
challenges in IIoT systems. To be more specific, the primary contributions of this chapter
comprise the following two aspects. Firstly, an edge-cloud collaborative system architecture
is proposed to establish the digital-twin models. The data generated at each local device is
efficiently processed at an edge device to minimize the effect of uncertain network latency on
the timely analysis. Secondly, the characteristics of each clock are modeled by exploring the
consecutive time information uploaded from the distributed devices, based on which a digital
twin counterpart is established to predict the clock skew for each node under various operating
environments. By leveraging the digital-twin-enabled clock skew estimation, the clock accuracy is improved with reduced consumption of network resources during the distributed clock
synchronization.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Related work in terms of clock
synchronization under network uncertainties, temperature-compensated skew correction, and
digital twin-related designs are summarized in Section 4.2. The overall physical system description including the edge-cloud collaborative architecture and heterogeneous clock models
is illuminated in Section 4.3, while the realization of digital-twin-enabled clock synchronization is designed in Section 4.4, including information acquisition, model establishment, and
clock skew correction. Simulations are carried out to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed scheme on the aspects of model validation, clock accuracy improvement, and network
overhead reduction in Section 4.5, followed by the conclusion in Section 4.6.
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4.2

Related Work

Clock synchronization in the industrial environment has been widely investigated in recent
years. In this section, related studies in terms of clock synchronization considering network
latency, temperature-induced clock drifting issues, and the recent advancements on digital twin
in industrial applications are summarized in detail.
Many synchronization techniques have been developed to overcome the impact of uncertainty and asymmetrical network latency on clock synchronization accuracy. This effect is
typically alleviated by designing more robust synchronization protocols, e.g., using prioritized
data transfer protocols [29] to guarantee the channel access for sensors with critical tasks so
that the synchronization precision can be improved. However, those efforts generally depend
on the feasibility of modifying communication protocols. In dealing with the random network
latency, the authors in [92] tried to jointly evaluate clock parameters and the network latency
by proposing a low-complexity maximum-likelihood estimator. Meanwhile, a constant gain
approach is designed [93] for consensus-based synchronization with random bounded communication delays. However, the effectiveness of these methods primarily relies on the accurate
estimation and characterization of the random network latencies in the system.
Moreover, the temperature-induced clock drifting for inexpensive oscillators in dynamic
environments is explored and analyzed in the literature. According to the quadratic relation
between temperature and oscillation frequency summarized in [48], a temperature-assisted and
self-calibrated clock synchronization mechanism is proposed for sensor networks [55] by dynamically compensating clock skews based on the working temperature. The improvement
of clock accuracy depends on the assumption that the relation between its frequency and the
corresponding temperature always follows the theoretical expression. A different scheme on
environment-aware clock skew estimation and compensation is proposed for the synchronization in wireless sensor networks [51] by designing a Kalman filter to evaluate the impact of the
operating temperature, which poses a more stringent requirement on the processing capability
for each sensor node. Additionally, the authors in [54] proposed a neural network-based approach to explore the characteristics of the synchronization error, which is mainly affected by
the external temperature. However, the feasibility of such a method is dubious due to the high
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cost of adopting the learning-based algorithm in distributed inexpensive devices. It also should
be noted that none of these studies considered the effect of network latency on the clock relationship estimation and calibration, which motivated the design of the situation-aware clock
synchronization protocol with dynamic network conditions.
On the other hand, as one of the enabling technologies in IIoT systems, digital twin has
received increasing attention in the last few years. Digital twin can duplicate and imitate the
physical characteristics of distributed entities to demonstrate the natural trend of each party
based on historically collected data, which enables remote analysis, modeling and prediction of
the future behavior for device of interest. Based on this observation, a digital twin-assisted fault
diagnosis paradigm [58] is developed using the deep-learning methodology. A model with the
high-fidelity is designed in the virtual domain to train the learning model so that the dynamics
of data is thoroughly traceable. Similarly, digital twin-based product design, manufacturing,
and service provisioning with the assist of big data analysis are proposed in [94], although
lacking a comprehensive demonstration of the data regulation and analysis. Inspired by the
potential of digital twin that the data can be acquired and traced in a real-time manner, the
authors in [95] implemented an online analysis digital twin system to obtain a real-time solution
for the power grid. These investigations indicate that digital twin is effective in dealing with
the massive data on real-time acquisition, accurate analysis, and timely decision-making.

4.3

Cloud-Edge Collaborative Architecture

In this chapter, a three-tier cloud-edge collaborative architecture with heterogeneous physical
clocks distributed in an IIoT system is adopted to form the foundation of the proposed digitaltwin-enabled clock synchronization.

4.3.1

Overall System Architecture

The overall architecture of an IIoT system designed to maintain a desirable clock accuracy
at every clock within the network is shown in Fig. 4.1, which is organized as a three-layer
hierarchy, namely, cloud center, edge devices, and end-nodes. In this section, the function of
each layer and the interaction among them will be introduced in detail.
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Figure 4.1: The overall architecture of a physical system consists of a cloud center for data
backup, some edge devices provide preliminary data processing capability, and end-devices
with clocks required to be synchronized occasionally.

Node devices, at the most fundamental layer, are various classes of end-devices equipped
with a clock of diverse conditions, which is required to be synchronized periodically regarding
the time reference. All types of time-tracking devices, including sensors, actuators, controllers,
schedulers, and unmanned vehicles, can be considered as node devices. All clocks in an IIoT
system will function uniquely due to their diverse operating environments, inconsistent manufacturing specifications and packaging materials for the crystal oscillators, as well as their
different capacities of receiving the time reference for local clock modification. Therefore,
the clock of each facility will evolve with different drifting rates, and conduct an incoherent
timestamp at any instant. This nondeterministic clock inaccuracy under complicated indus-
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trial operating and communication environments necessitates frequent and resource-consuming
synchronization actions associated with massive time information conveyance for maintaining
a global time consistency within the network.
Edge devices are intelligent devices with higher processing capacity, e.g., smart gateways,
assigned to accomplish preliminary and uncomplicated computation physically close to the
node devices [96]. As the intermediate layer of the entire system, edge devices are responsible for collecting physical information, including timestamps and temperature, from the node
devices, supervise relatively straightforward data processing, and convey the outputs to the
cloud center for further computation or backup. As a consequence, edge devices can enhance
the distributed intelligence during real-time raw data gathering and processing while alleviating the unsatisfactory impact of the significant network latency between node devices and
the cloud center. Each edge device will be responsible for collecting and processing the clock
information only from the node devices within its coverage so that excessive or unbalanced
computation burden is avoided. Generally, edge devices are gateways or IIoT devices assigned
by the cloud center according to a series of metrics, including its functionality, processing capacity, and the physical topology, which is discoverable by adopting appropriate algorithms,
e.g., [97].
The functions of a cloud center in the proposed scheme are threefold. Most fundamentally,
the cloud center serves as the time reference, according to which every device in the network
will synchronize its local clock. On recognizing the potential necessity of the clock modification, the cloud center will disseminate this reference time to the entire system progressively.
Meanwhile, the cloud center is responsible for the initial synchronization of the selected edge
devices. The rest of this chapter will focus on the description of the digital-twin model establishment and clock synchronization between the edge and node devices under the assumption
that a digital twin of each edge device is established and, its clock is accurately synchronized
according to the same procedures. Furthermore, the cloud center acts as the data center of the
overall system for data storage, management, and backup. The parameters obtained historically or updated periodically from the edge devices will be preserved in the cloud, which is
physically distance from other devices.
The coherent collaboration among these three layers with the efficient data exchange among
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all involved elements plays a critical role in supporting the establishment of a situation-aware
synchronization protocol. Consequently, the extensive understanding of the intrinsic parameters of each clock at distributed physical entities is indispensable for the accomplishment of the
successive synchronization design.

4.3.2

Heterogeneous Clock Model

In the node layer of the proposed hierarchical architecture, each end-device encloses a quartzcrystal oscillator-driven clock. For a large-scale IIoT system with the complicated operating
environment, these clocks generally behave differently due to the existence of initial clock
offsets and skews, which are mainly caused by the original manufacturing defect of their oscillators, as well as the successive clock drifting resulted from the effect of the external operating
environment, e.g., temperature. Especially when an inexpensive oscillator embeds in each device for reducing the implementation cost, the inconsistent and varying drifting incurred will
lead to long-term clock inaccuracy. To be more specific, the clock at node i is a function of its
time-varying clock skew αi and its constant clock offset βi . According to [98], it can be written
as
Ci (t) = αi (t)t + βi

(4.1)

where t is the real time. Generally, the clock skew αi of an oscillator is caused by the dynamic
frequency variation from its dominated frequency, while the clock offset is typically incurred
by the various initial phases at the distributed clocks.
The frequency-drifting of a clock is originated from both the inherent defect and its congenial disposition, e.g., its susceptibility of temperature. According to the correlation between
temperature and oscillation frequency validated in [48], the real-time frequency of the crystal
oscillator at node i is defined as
fi = fi0 (1 + ηi (T (t) − T i0 )2 )

(4.2)

where T (t) is the operating temperature at the instant t, while fi0 , ηi , and T i0 are the dominated frequency, temperature sensitivity factor, and ideal operating temperature of the clock at
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Figure 4.2: The cloud-edge-node hierarchy after inducing its virtual counterparts.
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clock synchronization.
node i, respectively. Affected by the frequency-drifting, the overall clock skew at the instant t
cumulated from its initial skew αi0 is written as
αi (t) = 1 + ηi (T (t) − T i0 )2 + αi0

(4.3)

Consequently, the clock output at time t can be derived by substituting (4.3) into (4.1), while
its error e(t) regarding the absolute time t is given by
e(t) = Ci (t) − t = (ηi (T (t) − T i0 )2 + αi0 )t + βi

(4.4)

which is affected by its initial inaccuracy as well as its intrinsic temperature-related parameters.

However, it is worth noting that none of those skew-related parameters for the distributed
devices is identical, even if they are manufactured from the same batch. Meanwhile, this dif-
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ference for heterogeneous entities in a IIoT synthesis will be even more critical, indicating that
it is infeasible to derive a universal expression to represent all clocks. Especially when applications with extreme time-sensitivity are adopted in the IIoT system, the clock inconsistency
incurred from the skew will be intolerable and fatal. Therefore, instead of adopting the general
model given by (4.1), an appropriate approach to achieve parameter determination is of the
utmost importance to further investigate an individualized model of each clock.

4.4

Digital-Twin-enabled Clock Synchronization

Based on the information from the heterogeneous clocks, a digital-twin system can be established to fully investigate their characteristics, which can be further used for clock synchronization. The expanded system architecture with the involvement of a digital-twin system is
initially introduced.

4.4.1

Physical-Virtual-Collaborative System Design

The seamless collaboration between the physical process and the virtual model is indispensable
in realizing the timely data analysis and conscious decision-making throughout its life cycle. In
the proposed clock synchronization design, the physical elements extracted from the distributed
infrastructures are a set of heterogeneous clock outputs, based on which models with various
parameters are attainable. The physical-virtual-collaborated system architecture is shown in
Fig. 4.2, which is an enlargement of the three-tier hierarchy introduced in 4.3.1 after initiating
its digital twin counterpart.
As previously stated in 4.3.2, each device in the system is associated with an oscillatordriven clock, which generates a sequence of timestamps continuously. The timestamps given
by each clock are always inconsistent, due to the heterogeneity of the enclosed oscillators.
Each group of nodes will send the timestamps during the network initialization period continuously to their dedicated edge device, who is responsible for recording and investigating the
behavior of these end-devices so that a virtual representative for each individual can be created in the digital twin domain. After conducting the initial digital model for all clocks within
its coverage, the edge device will send a duplication of each model to every end-device for
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validating the correctness of the coefficients. After the training of several iterations based on
the successive observation and feedback, a refined model can be established, while the model
parameters will be transmitted to the cloud center as a backup. As shown in (4.4), the critical parameters required to be stored in the cloud center including the initial clock skew αi ,
temperature sensitivity factor ηi , and its ideal working temperature T i0 . Meanwhile, the cloud
center will make decisions on the reference time dissemination to guarantee the overall clock
accuracy in the network.
The overall clock synchronization scheme enabled by the digital twin system is shown in
Algorithm 3 and the dataflow of the proposed digital twin-based clock synchronization scheme
is shown in Fig. 4.3, where the entire dataflow comprises three successive phases, namely, data
collection phase aiming at physical data acquisition, data analysis phase for the model establishment and its subsequent refinement, as well as the decision-making phase, which is responsible for finalizing the model parameters and calibrating clock offsets. Instead of organizing
the devices into the cloud-edge-node hierarchy according to their classes, the overall dataflow
is classified based on the intention of each interconnection among the entities involved. Moreover, those three phases are mapped into the digital twin domain with their corresponding
components to demonstrate their ubiquitous interactions.
A more detailed physical-virtual-collaborative procedure of the digital-twin model establishment between the edge device and its node devices is shown by the sequence diagram in
Fig. 4.4, which consists of the three different phases. After the initialization period, all nodes
in the network are orchestrated into a cloud-edge-node architecture with the assignment of the
edge devices. The collaboration initiates from the physical information collection at the local
devices, where nodes will start to generate local timestamps under different temperatures. The
local information consists of the generated timestamps and the corresponding temperatures
will be successively transmitted to its superior edge device, which will be responsible for investigating the characteristics of each clock. Based on the obtained information, a digital-twin
model will be formed in the node device, and corresponding feedback information will be delivered to the edge device for necessary update. Details of each phase will be introduced in the
following subsections.
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Algorithm 3 Digital twin-based clock model establishment and skew synchronization between nodes and edge devices
1: Select M edge devices in the network
2:

for Each edge device E j do

3:

Obtain the local information Ii j as Eq. (4.5)

4:

for Each node device i belongs to E j do
for Iterations fewer than its upper bound do

5:
6:

Calculate the clock error evolution ˆi

7:

Estimate the coefficients p̂i

8:

Establish the virtual skew model α̂i according to Eq. (4.14) and adopt it to i

9:

Generate feedback-based coefficients p̌i
if training accuracy < threshold then

10:
11:

Record the final p̌i at E j

12:

break
end if

13:
14:

end for

15:

Upload p̌i to the cloud center as backup

16:

Distribute p̌i to each node device

17:

end for

18:

Node i generates a virtual skew according to p̌i based on Eq. (4.19)

19:

Node i corrects its local before network operation

20:

end for

4.4.2

Clock Information Acquisition

As the external temperature has an apparent effect on the clock skew, it is meaningful to
collect a sequence of timestamps under each operating temperature so that the relation between
the clock variation and its temperature is discoverable. According to the observation that the
temperature in an IIoT system typically varies gradually, a series of l local clock timestamps
at each node device is continuously generated at the same temperature. Meanwhile, a total
number of k distinct temperatures are selected for the relationship analysis. In other words, the
node i will deliver its local clock information as one timestamp to its edge device, while each
timestamp is denoted in the form of Ci (tkl ), indicating the lth clock information obtained under
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Figure 4.4: The sequence diagram of the digital twin-based clock model establishment and
skew synchronization between a node and its edge device in the proposed cloud-edge collaborative architecture.

the operating temperature T k at the node device i. After an apparent change of the operating
temperature, each local device will update its operating temperature T k associated with the
timestamps to its superior device for the successive relationship discovery purpose.
After the reception of each timestamp Ci (tkl ) from its subordinate end-device i, the edge device E j will record its local clock value Ci j (tkl ) for further calculation. As previously stated in
4.3.1, we assume that all edge devices were already synchronized according to the cloud center
with the same approach shown in Fig. 4.4. Therefore, once a packet is received at the edge
device, its timestamp recorded is the addition of the absolute time that the packet is transmit-
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ted at the node device i and the network latency inevitably induced between these two nodes,
namely, Ci j (tkl ) = tkl + di j (tkl ). The overall latency is assumed to be random and nondeterministic
due to the existence of packet delay variation (PDV) inherent to the network uncertainties, e.g.,
access contention, channel asymmetry, and dynamic communication environment. The PDV
is generally time-varying, manifested as the difference of delays when delivering two successive packets between the same pair of nodes. As the PDV dominates the uncertainty during
timestamp calculation, larger PDV will lead to significantly degraded synchronization performance. The network delay can be denoted by di j (tkl ) = d̄i j ± 12 δi j , where d̄i j is the expectation
of the delay between node i and E j , while δi j is the PDV affected by its communication protocol and network conditions, and its factor is adopted for further derivation simplicity. At the
edge device E j , the clock information delivered from one of its members i can be recorded and
regulated into a matrix, shown as

 T (t )
 i 1

 Ci (t11 )

 ..
 .

Iˆi j =  Ci (t1l )


1
Ci j (t1 )
 .
 ..


Ci j (t1l )

T i (t2 )

···

Ci (t21 ) · · ·
..
..
.
.
Ci (t2l ) · · ·
Ci j (t21 ) · · ·
..
...
.
Ci j (t2l ) · · ·


T i (tk ) 

1 
Ci (tk ) 


..  
.   Ti (tlk ) 
 


l 
l 

=

Ci (tk )   Ci (tk ) 
 



1 
l

Cij (tk )
Ci j (tk )

.. 
. 

l 
Ci j (tk )

(4.5)

which will be further used for the successive preprocessing and model training.

4.4.3

Digital Twin Establishment and Utilization

The function of the data analysis layer in the proposed synchronization scheme can be classified into clock information preprocessing, initial clock model establishment, and feedbackbased model update, which jointly develop a comprehensive understanding of each physical
clock according to its time information (4.5) regulated at the superior device. Correspondingly,
the data analysis layer can be mapped as data fusion, virtual modeling, and physical-virtual
interaction in the digital twin domain.
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Clock Information Preprocessing

The purposes of data fusion are twofold, namely, preliminarily alleviating the effect of random
network latency and extracting critical information from the massive timestamps delivered.
Based on (4.5), it is straightforward to obtain the clock error ei (tkl ) at the time instant tkl under
the external temperature T k for the node i as
ei (tkl ) = Ci (tkl ) − Ci j (tkl )

(4.6)

By comparing (4.6) with (4.4), the clock error can be rewritten as
ei (tkl ) = (ηi (T i (tk ) − T i0 )2 + αi0 )tkl + βi − di j (tkl )

(4.7)

Similarly, for the (l + 1)th sampling under the same temperature T i (tk ), the clock error is given
by
ei (tkl+1 ) = (ηi (T i (tk ) − T i0 )2 + αi0 )tkl+1 + βi − di j (tkl+1 )

(4.8)

By subtracting (4.8) from (4.7), the clock error evolution between the two consecutive samplings can be written as
il (T ki ) = (ηi (T i (tk ) − T i0 )2 + αi0 )τk + (di j (tkl+1 ) − di j (tkl ))

(4.9)

where τk is the fixed sampling interval between tkl and tkl+1 . By taking the average of il (T ki ) for
all the l samplings, the variation of clock errors can be obtained as
ˆi (T ki ) = (ηi (T i (tk ) − T i0 )2 + αi0 )τk ± δi j

(4.10)

which is the effect of the operating temperature on the clock outputs under the network uncertainty δi j . According to (4.10), the i (T k ) of the node Ni is quadratically related to its operating
environment, while the coefficients are discoverable from the consecutive observations under
diverse temperatures. In summary, the critical information extraction based on the clock infor-
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mation recorded in (4.5) is given by


 Ti (tl ) 


k 
 T (t ) 


 i k 

l 

 Ci (tk )  → 


ˆ i (Tik )
Cij (tlk )
4.4.3.2

(4.11)

Initial Model Training and Formation

Based on the critical information extracted, the edge device will build a model for each of
its subordinates to track the trend of its local clock, which is affected by the physical characteristics of its enclosed crystal oscillator, as shown in (4.10). Based on the error difference
ˆ i (Tik ) and its related temperature Ti (tk ) summarized in (4.11), a Vandermonde matrix can be
established, which will result in a linear relationship, shown as

T 2 (t1 ) T 1 (t1 )
i
 i
 2
T i (t2 ) T i1 (t2 )

..
 ..
.
 .

T i2 (tk ) T i1 (tk )




1   ˆi (T 1 )
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1   ˆi (T 2 )
  p̂i2  = 

..     .. 




.     . 
 p̂i3





1
ˆi (T k )

(4.12)

where the vector ˆi is the system output correspondingly attained from the system input Ti .
Based on the observation, the polynomial coefficients pi can be derived by solving
p̂i = Ti −1 ˆi

(4.13)

from which the temperature-sensitivity factor η̂i , ideal operating temperature T̂ i0 , and the initial
clock skew α̂i0 can be estimated. These three coefficients will be distributed to each local device
for further validation and updates.
Once the model coefficients are received at each local device, a virtual skew can be obtained
as
α̂i (t) = 1 + η̂(T i (t) − T̂ i0 )2 + α̂i0

(4.14)

which is the digital twin counterpart of the real skew at the local clock. This physical clock
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skew can be calibrated from dividing the local clock by the virtual skew, given by
Ĉi (t) =

Ci (t) αi (t)t + βi
=
α̂i (t)
α̂i (t)

(4.15)

where βi is the constant initial offset. A precise modeling of the clock skew α̂i , i.e., α̂i (t) = αi (t),
will result in Ĉi (t) = t+ β̂i , indicating that the local clock at node i will operate with the identical
rate as the reference clock at its edge device with a tiny constant offset, which can be easily
eliminated via any offset compensation process (OCP) once, e.g., two-way packet exchange
used in [99]. However, due to the network uncertainty δi j involved during clock modeling,
the calibrated clock will operate with a slight deviation from its ideal scenario, leading to the
necessity of successive model update according to the feedback information.

4.4.3.3

Error Feedback and Model Update

After the establishment of virtual clock models at distributed node devices, both the original
and the calibrated clocks outputs will be recorded, while those timestamps will be periodically
transmitted to their edge devices in improving the accuracy of the modeling. Each device will
transmit its clock information in the same format of the initial training phase, while all the
conveyed information will be recorded at the edge device as


 Ti (tl ) 
k 



 Ci (tlk ) 

Iˇi j (tk ) = 
 Ĉi (tl ) 
k 




Cij (tlk )

(4.16)

Based on the feedback information received, the edge device will further update the model
in the same procedures introduced above, while a group of feedback-based estimation of the
coefficients p̌ can be obtained as
p̌i = Ti −1 ˇi

(4.17)

where ˇi is the error evolution of the calibrated clock extracted from the feedback information
Ĉi . Therefore, an updated estimation of the coefficients in terms of temperature-sensitivity
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factor η̌i , ideal operating temperature Ť i0 , and the initial clock skew α̌i0 can be extracted with
enhanced precision.
Since the edge device is aware of the two groups of coefficients obtained from both the
training information and its corresponding feedback, a difference between these two groups of
coefficients can be observed at the edge device for each training iteration. The estimation bias
of the clock skew at the vth training iteration can be calculated as
γ̌i (v) =

p̌i (v) − p̂i (v)
p̂i (v)

(4.18)

which can be evaluated as evidence of the modeling credibility. The edge device will conduct
continuous training processes to obtain more accurate coefficients until it reaches the upper
bound of the training iterations, or the observed difference is smaller than an ideal threshold,
indicating that the training results reach its convergence.

4.4.4

Decision Making and Clock Accuracy Guarantee

After the accomplishment of the training process, each edge device will transmit the finalized
parameters (η̌i , Ť i0 , α̌i0 ) to both the cloud center and node devices for different purposes. On
one hand, an updated digital twin counterpart of its physical skew will be established at each
node device according to the delivered parameters, shown as
α̌i (t) = 1 + η̌i (T i (t) − Ť i0 )2 + α̌i0

(4.19)

which will be used to achieve the situation-aware calibration of its local clock skew under
different operating temperatures. A virtual clock model will be established at each node to
generate time information which is calibrated by the estimated clock skew. For the ideal situation, the estimation of clock characteristics will be identical to its real behavior, indicating
that the skew of each virtual clock is eliminated while the device will not require any synchronization action during its further operation. However, the modeling inaccuracy incurred by the
network uncertainty will lead to defective correction at the distributed devices, so that further
clock modification and model updates are necessary.
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During the network operation stage, each node device will occasionally deliver its timestamps associated with other application-related messages to the edge device, which will be
responsible for observing the difference between its local clock outputs and the conveyed
timestamps. In the case that the clock difference is foreseeable to be larger than the accuracy requirement at one device, its edge device will be managed to eliminate the clock error by
triggering the OCP at this subordinate. Since the OCP consumes critical communication and
computation resources during network operation, a minimal triggering frequency of the OCP
is desired.
On the other hand, a long-range analysis will be continuously executed at the cloud center
based on the historical models trained at each edge device and the recently delivered timestamps from the distributed nodes. Another comprehensive training process illustrated in Fig.
4.4 will be conducted for a node only if its previous model stored in the cloud center presents
a significantly different behavior, which violates its newly generated timestamps.

4.5

Performance Evaluation

In this section, a series of simulations are carried out to evaluate the clock accuracy improvement and the network overhead incurred by adopting the proposed digital-twin-enabled clock
synchronization (DTCS) scheme. The modeling of an industrial environment and the distribution of local devices are introduced first.

4.5.1

Temperature Modeling

In this simulation, a common industrial environment with different areas associated with diverse temperature variations is simulated in MATLAB. The outdoor temperature information
is collected from real environment while the indoor data are generated by simulation. As shown
in Fig. 4.5a, 30 heterogeneous devices equipped with an oscillator-driven clock are randomly
deployed in an industrial environment consists of 4 different temperature distributions, including the extreme and unpredictable outdoor environment where the temperature can be as low
as −40oC, well-controlled storage room with a constant temperature of −5oC after its initialization, normal indoor areas with around 23oC during daytime and around 16oC during the
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night, as well as manufacturing space, which can reach 60 oC during its operation. The oscillation frequency of each clock will vary with a different extent in its environment, leading to
nonidentical clock errors after a certain time.
Meanwhile, the temperature in different areas will vary with time in its unique rate, as
shown in Fig. 4.5b. For instance, the fluctuation of outdoor temperature during both summer
and winter periods will be much more nondeterministic, while temperatures in manufacturing
and storage space will keep almost unchanged after their initialization. Due to the heterogeneous susceptibility of the distributed devices to the external environment, each clock will
present a distinctive error, especially after long-term operation. Therefore, without an ideal
approach to compensate for the effect of temperature, the overall coherence of the IIoT system
would be suspicious.

4.5.2

Modeling Accuracy Evaluation

To deal with the effect of the temperature and enhance the understanding of the distributed
clocks over the network, a unique skew model comprises three coefficients, namely, temperature sensitivity, ideal operating temperature, and initial clock skew, is created for each clock
according to (4.14) and (4.19) for initial training and successive feedback, respectively. Due
to the existence of network uncertainty, PDV incurred will inevitably cause observation error
during parameter estimation. Furthermore, a larger PDV will naturally result in increasingly
unpredictable variation between every two successive receptions of the timestamp, leading to
more apparent randomness of the estimation error during both the training and calculation processes. According to the deployed network and different service contents provided by the IIoT
system, dynamic PDVs fluctuating to a large extent will arise, which are summarized in Table
4.1. In strictly-controlled networks, e.g., guaranteed service transport [100], the PDV can be
eliminated by preserving dedicated communication resources for critical tasks. A small PDV
is emerged in voice over LTE (VoLTE) supported by cellular networks with a PDV around
5 × 10−5 s [101], while video-related services including video over LTE and video conferencing
services can lead to a larger PDV up to 2 × 10−2 s [102]. Furthermore, as illustrated in [101], the
amount of PDV can be as high as 0.1s in some machine-type communication (MTC) scenarios.
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Figure 4.5: Spatial and temporal distribution of the temperature in a representative IIoT environment deploying heterogenous devices.
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Table 4.1: A summary for the values of PDVs during clock synchronization used in this simulation.
Operating networks

Packet delay variations (PDV)

Prioritized communication

0

Voice over LTE

5 × 10−5 s

Video over LTE

2 × 10−2 s

Machine-type communication

0.1s

Based on the above observation, simulations were conducted to validate the estimation
accuracy under various PDV conditions ranging from 10−5 to 10−1 , which can reveal most of
the existing networks in practice. The estimation accuracy for the vth iteration is calculated by
comparing the estimated clock coefficients with the ground truth value pi , given by
γi (v) =

p̌i (v) − pi
pi

(4.20)

Taking the estimation of the ideal operating temperature T 0 as a representative, which is shown
in Fig. 4.6, an accurate estimation is attainable when a well-controlled network (δ ≤ 10−3 )
is employed. With the increment of PDV, the accuracy of the initial modeling and first-round
feedback for T 0 are both severely degraded. A larger network uncertainty will even lead to
over 100% initial estimation error, meaning that this estimation is not trustworthy. However, it
can be observed from the enlarged linear inset that the feedback-based estimation can reduce
the modeling inaccuracy from 35% to 15%, which will boost the precision of the model established. Similar observations are also found for the other two coefficients, while the feedbackbased observations always increase the modeling accuracy significantly.
However, it can be observed that the initial training results still lack precision for the highly
accurate clock synchronization purpose. Therefore, succeeding model training based on the
continuously collected clock information is conducted to further decrease the error incurred
during the model establishment. As shown in Fig. 4.7, an increasing training iteration will
result in improved estimation accuracy of the three coefficients to different extents with the
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Figure 4.6: The initial training and initial feedback of clock skew estimation are severely
affected by the fluctuation of the network. The feedback-based estimation is more reliable
with the increment of the network uncertainty.
network uncertainty of 10−2 . The averaged estimation error will drop from over 100% to under
15% within only 5 iterations. Moreover, the accuracy of the estimation on initial skew is
improved the most dramatically compared to the other two parameters, due to its extreme
estimation imprecision during initial training. It can be concluded that the feedback-based
estimation can converge to an accurate result with an error of 7% after 10 iterations in imperfect
networks, while a much higher accuracy is obtainable more efficiently under better network
conditions.

4.5.3

Clock Accuracy Improvement

As each clock under different environments varies with time at a distinctive rate, clock synchronization algorithms for the calibration of clock skews should be periodically adopted to ensure
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Figure 4.7: The feedback-based coefficients estimation inaccuracy will decrease with the increment of training iterations, while an estimation error within 10% is achievable after the 10th
iteration with a network that δ = 1 × 10−2 .

the overall clock accuracy within the network to be under the application-oriented requirements. Traditionally, synchronization methods adopting one-way or round-trip packet delivery
are typically used in IoT systems, e.g., DCSIC [99] and MLE-based synchronization [103],
where two successive messages containing timestamps will be exchanged between the reference node i and each local node j to calculate the clock skew for further correction. The
corresponding estimation for the clock skew is based on four consecutive timestamps, which
can be described as
α̂e =

C j (t2 + δi j ) − C j (t1 )
Ci (t2 + δi j ) − Ci (t1 )

(4.21)
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Figure 4.8: The cumulated clock errors of one hour in each environment will vary in different
rates for both the proposed digital-twin-enabled method and the traditional calculation-based
method.

where δi j is the random and variant PDV between the two nodes during different sequences of
packet transmission. Moreover, another skew estimation method referred as TACSC [55] was
proposed in literature based on the experimental results, without considering the packet delay
variations.
Both the traditional methods (DCSIC and TACSC) and the proposed DTCS approach are
sensitive to the network uncertainty δ, which has an everlasting effect on the performance
of both the three schemes originally from the model initialization phase. Consequently, a
simulation is conducted in 4 different operating areas to compare the performance of the DTCS
scheme and the traditional methods under various network situations. As shown in Fig. 4.8, in a
network of ideal conditions, the clock errors cumulated within 2 hours are extremely tiny for all
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Figure 4.9: The proposed synchronization scheme realizes a higher synchronization accuracy
while requiring fewer actions compared to the DCSIC method to ensure the accuracy requirement for 10 hours of long-term analysis.
the 4 cases, while the clock errors in the proposed scheme are always slighter than the DCSIC
scheme. Meanwhile, with the increment of PDV, the clock errors increase exponentially for
the nodes adopting DCSIC. Specifically, when the network uncertainty exceeds 1 × 10−1 , the
timestamps inaccuracy incurred during clock synchronization will affect the traditional skew
calculation method significantly, however, the proposed DTCS approach is still able to obtain
an accurate estimation with a much slighter increment of the clock error under worse network
conditions, which is shown in the enlarged inset with linear PDV and logarithmic clock error
value.
Furthermore, since the proposed DTCS approach is proposed to achieve a better understanding of the environmental effect on the clock oscillators, another long-term observation of
10 hours is conducted to demonstrate the robustness of the proposed scheme under different
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Figure 4.10: The total number of packets required during clock synchronization for the proposed digital-twin-enabled scheme is always smaller than the DCSIC scheme, especially when
the accuracy requirement is stringent.

operating temperatures. In this case, a synchronization requirement is set to be 50ms so that
any node violates such a threshold will trigger an OCP to eliminate its offset. It can be observed from Fig. 4.9 that, in the proposed scheme, the clock error increases much slower and
smoother compared to the DCSIC scheme. In the meantime, there are 237 times that one of the
devices was triggered in the traditional approach to guarantee the accuracy requirement, which
is much higher than the proposed scheme of 11 times. Therefore, both the synchronization
accuracy and the required actions in the DTCS scheme are dramatically improved.
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4.5.4

Network Resource Consumption

Besides the achievable clock accuracy empowered by different clock synchronization methods,
a critical criteria to validate the synchronization algorithm is the network resource consumed
during the network operation stage. In traditional synchronization methods, e.g., the DCSIC,
both the skew correction and offset compensation are executed occasionally to meet different
accuracy requirements. By contrast, in the proposed digital-twin-enabled skew estimation, due
to the reason that the superior device has a better understanding of the clock skew at its subordinate devices, the network resource used for skew correction can be saved. Furthermore, since
the clock skew estimated through the proposed algorithm is more accurate and environmentaware compared to the traditional approaches, the interval between two OCPs is significantly
increased. As shown in Fig. 4.10, with a tighter synchronization requirement on the clock
accuracy, an increasing number of packets is required for both the two scenarios. However, the
total resource consumed by the digital-twin-enabled method is always less than the DCSIC,
especially when the underlying network condition is poor, indicating that the proposed scheme
outperforms traditional methods under diverse operating environments.
Moreover, the packets requirement for different operating environments is also evaluated
by comparing the proposed scheme with the other two methods, one of which (TACSC) has a
better understanding on the effect of the operating environment. As demonstrated in Fig. 4.11,
the packets used for clock calibration in the digital-twin-enabled synchronization is always
fewer than the other two approaches under different operating environments. Furthermore, the
requirement for the proposed scheme is set to be 50 times of that in the traditional scheme under
a network with PDV equals 1 × 10−5 . Therefore, the overall packets used for clock calibration
can be significantly reserved for other more critical applications.
Finally, it is worth noting that, the computation and communication resources of the proposed scheme is mainly consumed during the model training phase, which is achieved before
the network operation. After the thoroughly collecting and processing the critical parameters
of the digital-twin model for each clock, the proposed method can save resources for clock
calibration process significantly, and the tolerance against network uncertainties will be much
stronger than traditional packet-based synchronization methods.
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Figure 4.11: The total number of packets used for clock calibration under different operating
environments. Even with a tighter accuracy requirement, the proposed scheme still always
requires fewer packets for calibration.

4.6

Chapter Summary

A digital-twin-enabled intelligent clock skew estimation and distributed synchronization approach had been proposed in this chapter to compensate for the effect of complicated environments on the heterogeneous oscillators in industrial IoT systems. A comprehensive digital
twin model of each clock had been established by modeling the effect of external operating
environments on the clock drift. By adopting the established virtual model at each device,
the distributed local clock skews were compensated adaptively. Compared to the traditional
clock synchronization approaches where clock skews are calculated frequently during network
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operation, the proposed method can avoid unnecessary and excessive packet exchange benefiting from a better understanding of clock behavior under different operating environments.
The proposed digital-twin-enabled synchronization approach accomplished much higher clock
accuracy with fewer packets required during network operation. Meanwhile, the performance
improvements were even more significant under challenging network conditions, indicating
that the proposed method is less sensitive to the packet delay variation and the dynamic operating environment for maintaining higher clock accuracy.

Chapter 5
Passive Network Synchronization based
on Concurrent Observations
Accurate network synchronization is crucial to orchestrate distributed infrastructures in industrial Internet of things (IIoT) systems for accomplishing network-wide tight temporal collaboration. Traditional clock synchronization schemes are achieved with extensive exchanges of
explicit timestamps for estimating clock offsets, which becomes impractical due to high overhead with the expansion of the network scale. Performance of conventional synchronization
will also be dramatically deteriorated due to many uncertainties in IIoT networks, including
unguaranteed communication resources, dynamic network conditions, and unpredictable behaviors of IIoT devices. In this chapter, we propose a passive network synchronization scheme
based on concurrent passive observations to calibrate the distributed clocks in IIoT systems
while significantly reducing the explicit interactions and network resource consumption during
synchronization. By processing the physical phenomena observed concurrently by a group of
selected IIoT devices, the local clock offsets of the passive observing devices can be efficiently
estimated according to the common time reference linked to the event observed. Multiple relay
nodes are further coordinated by the cloud center to disseminate the reference time information throughout the IIoT system in accomplishing global network synchronization. Simulation
results demonstrate that by utilizing a series of concurrent observations with efficient coordination, the proposed scheme can achieve accurate and reliable network synchronization for
large-scale IIoT systems with significantly reduced network overhead.
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Introduction

As one of the indispensable enabling technologies for cohesive collaboration within distributed
industrial systems, accurate clock synchronization is playing an increasingly important role in
the design of industrial Internet of things (IIoT) systems to accommodate the stringent industrial requirements [68]. A broad variety of advanced industrial subsystems of large-scale IIoT
networks, including wireless sensor and actuator networks (WSAN), intelligent transportation
system (ITS), and advanced manufacturing system (AMS), are often designed to enhance the
efficiency, productivity, and reliability of traditional industrial applications [2]. However, these
subsystems exclusively hinge on the precise temporal alignment of the data packets exchanged
among the involved IIoT devices throughout the entire IIoT network for achieving tight distributed collaboration. Consequently, the network-wide synchronization becomes one of the
prerequisites in fulfilling the advanced applications enabled by IIoT systems in terms of ubiquitous sensing and distributed cooperation [22].
Conventional point-to-point clock synchronization schemes, most of which evolved from
the Precision Time Protocol (PTP) [72], rely heavily on the frequent exchange of timestamps
between the master node (i.e., the node providing reference time) and the slave nodes with
inaccurate clocks that require frequent clock calibration [33]. Therefore, extensive interactions
among a large number of industrial devices are considered indispensable in achieving accurate network synchronization, which poses daunting challenges in terms of network resource
consumption for reliable timestamp provisioning throughout the large-scale IIoT systems. On
the one hand, the excessive network overhead and accumulated latency are inevitably incurred
by the frequent explicit interactions during concurrent clock alignment processes of network
synchronization, which become intolerable for IIoT systems due to the associated overhead
with the increase of the network scale. The high synchronization overhead and the delayed
scheduling of critical data due to the lengthy synchronization procedures for real-time industrial applications will lead to significant deterioration of the overall productivity and potential
risk of shutdown [88].
On the other hand, the underlying network dynamics and uncertainties among distributed
IIoT devices will inevitably reduce the reliability of timestamps used during synchronization
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processes. Due to the dynamic communication conditions in the IIoT networks, including varying Internet link quality [104], random accessing contentions, and dynamic routing processes
during end-to-end packet transmission, the timeliness of the timestamps exchanged will become unguaranteed. Meanwhile, the susceptibility of IIoT devices to internal malfunctions and
external attacks will lead to unreliable timestamps during clock calibration [45], especially for
resource-constrained IIoT devices [105]. Consequently, designing efficient network synchronization protocols without posing strict requirements on the network conditions is particularly
useful for IIoT systems.
Motivated by these challenges, we are interested in developing new efficient network synchronization mechanisms by eliminating the synchronization overhead due to explicit timestamps exchanges. Inspired by the fact that neighboring network nodes, which are physically
close to each other, can simultaneously observe the highly correlated physical phenomena
around them, the concurrent observations of the same event by neighboring devices could be
useful in analyzing the temporal-correlation among a group of devices. Some typical applications of this include data fusion and reduction [106] [107], which are enabled by analyzing the
temporal consistency of the different observations on the same target. Conversely, by processing concurrent observations of the same physical phenomenon from nearby nodes, the local
clocks can be calibrated according to the obtained observation misalignment. As a result, the
authors in [108] proposed a control message free synchronization scheme by utilizing the detected events in a wireless sensor network. The local detection time of the involved multiple
sensors for the same event is regarded as identical so that their associated clocks can be corrected and synchronized accordingly. However, new protocol designs for global synchronization among distributed devices with different processing capabilities are still needed to support
large-scale IIoT systems.
Therefore, to take advantage of the concurrent observations while avoiding the associated
deficiencies, a PAssive Network Synchronization based on concurrent Observation (PANSO)
scheme is proposed in this chapter, with the support of cloud-orchestrated reference time dissemination and PCA-assisted reliability enhancement. Specifically, by processing the concurrent observations of the same physical phenomena at a group of selected devices, a novel passive clock calibration mechanisms with minimized explicit interactions is designed to reduced
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Figure 5.1: The IIoT system consists of multiple subsystems with heterogeneous devices and
plants communicating via various protocols. Interactive nodes can assist to share critical information among subsystems.

network overhead during the network synchronization process. According to the number of
concurrent observations, the distributed nodes in large-scale networks are further orchestrated
into isolated nodes and interactive nodes by the cloud center, and reliable interactive nodes
are selected as relays to expand the reference time throughout the network. A receive-signalstrength-based distance compensation mechanism is further designed to minimize the effect
of observer bias due to the corresponding signal propagation latency. Additionally, principal
component analysis (PCA) is adopted in the cloud center to ensure reliability during network
synchronization by analyzing the historical observation instants uploaded from the local devices while filtering unreliable nodes. The network synchronization performance in terms of
achievable accuracy and reliability is significantly enhanced as the expected improvements.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. The concurrent observations in a
typical IIoT system are introduced in Section 5.2. The proposed PANSO scheme is designed in
Section 5.3 in detail, including the observation selection, observation processing, and passive
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offset estimation. Some proper mechanisms are further designed in Section 5.4 to enhance
the performance of PANSO for large-scale IIoT networks, including distance compensation
and PCA-assisted reliability enhancement. Simulation results are carried out in Section 5.5 to
demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed scheme in terms of the achievable accuracy and
reliable enhancement, followed by the conclusion in Section 5.6.

5.2

Concurrent Observations in IIoT systems

Concurrent observations of the same physical phenomenon at different neighboring IIoT devices are critical to provide the time reference to the group of observing devices, forming the
cornerstone of the PANSO scheme. In a large-scale IIoT system, the available phenomena for
concurrent observations are diverse, including the events during environment monitoring and
the broadcasting of electromagnetic signals.
For most of the IIoT systems, a large number of sensor devices are typically deployed in
achieving ubiquitous sensing and real-time monitoring of the target environment. Many external events could cause large variations of the environmental parameters monitored, which
can be observed by the involved concurrent sensors. The observation instants can be recorded
by different observers for further centralized correlation analysis in achieving network synchronization. However, the concurrent observation of the same environmental event requires
common sensing capability, which could be hindered by the heterogeneity of the IIoT devices.
Furthermore, the response time, processing capacity, limited sampling rate, and diverse locations of the observing sensors will inevitably lead to observation bias and recording inaccuracy,
limiting the achievable synchronization accuracy.
By contrast, electromagnetic signals radiated from the nearby wireless transmitters are
more accessible to IIoT devices for concurrent observations. Since neighboring network nodes
can observe the signal from the same transmitter almost simultaneously at disparate locations,
the receiving time at each IIoT device regarding the same signal can be recorded for further
analyzing the observation difference. By sharing the temporal recorded signals with neighboring nodes, synchronization among a group of concurrent observers can be achieved. Moreover,
proper coordination for selecting the communication channel and target signals is critical to
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ensure observation accuracy and synchronization efficiency. Since electromagnetic signals are
more convenient concurrent observations in an IIoT system, the rest of this chapter will choose
the radio signals for a group of neighboring devices as the concurrent observation.

5.3

Passive Network Synchronization based on Concurrent
Observation

The proposed PANSO scheme is achieved by processing the commonly observed physical phenomena for multiple groups of industrial devices in a large-scale IIoT system with the assistance of the cloud center, as demonstrated in Fig. 5.1. The overall process of PANSO consists
of four successive phases, including concurrent observation selection, concurrent observation
processing, reference time expansion, and synchronization performance enhancement.

5.3.1

Concurrent Observation Selection

As shown in Fig. 5.2, the concurrent observation selection (i.e., Phase I) is initiated by selecting a proper coordinator node (CN) by the cloud center. After selection, CN is responsible for
two different tasks in guiding the following synchronization procedures. Initially, CN should
define the communication channel and target transmitter that the neighboring devices will listen
to, which lays the foundation of the concurrent observation. In the proposed PANSO scheme,
target transmitters should be defined as the IIoT device with strong communication capability,
which can frequently broadcast signals to their neighboring devices. Moreover, since the target
transmitter in IIoT systems is frequently transmitting a large number of packets, CN will be
required to define the target signal to enhance the observation efficiency. In practice, there are
many different kinds of signals that are unique and obvious to be observed, e.g., the boosting
signal of a transmitter always changes dramatically from silence to a strong electromagnetic
signal wave, which can be clearly detected and recorded by nearby devices. Moreover, for
communication protocols adopted in an IIoT system, the broadcasting signals are usually associated with the transmitting timestamps in its packets, which can be further used for validation
to ensure observation accuracy.
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Figure 5.2: The proposed PANSO scheme consists of four successive phases aiming at different
tasks, namely, observation selection, observation processing, reference time expansion, and
synchronization performance enhancement.

After recording a sufficient number of signals transmitted from the target transmitter, CN
will select one of the signals, sCN
1 , as the target signal, which is associated with a broadcast
address in the MAC layer and obvious features. The transmitting time of sCN
1 from the target
transmitter (i.e., t1 ) enclosed in the corresponding PHY packet P1 will be recorded for further
verification during the successive signal matching process. Meanwhile, the local reception time
CN
tˆ1CN and the receive signal strength (RSS) value RS S CN
1 associated with the signal s1 will also

be recorded. Thereby, CN will transmit the relevant information to all the other neighboring
devices that are associated with the target transmitter in data field of its packet PCN . An example
that CN adopting IEEE 802.11ac during concurrent observation is shown in Fig. 5.3, where
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the shared critical information ICN in the data field of the packet PCN is closely related to the
subsequent processing and passive synchronization, given by
CN
ˆCN
ICN = (sCN
1 , t1 , t1 , RS S 1 )

5.3.2

(5.1)

Common Observation Matching

In phase II, once the information ICN is received at the local device i, it will compare the target
i
signal sCN
1 with its previously recorded local signals s1 that delivered from the same transmitter.

To ensure the matching accuracy, it is necessary that both the features of the signals and the
corresponding transmission timestamps should be identical. The matched signal is given by
i
i
si1 = {s|s = sCN
1 ∩ t1 = t1 , ∀s ∈ s }

(5.2)

where t1i is the timestamp associated with the signal si transmitted from the first target transmitter, which is recorded at the device i. The verification condition t1i = t1 can guarantee that the
matched signal si1 is identical to the target signal defined by CN. Meanwhile, the local device i
will also record the reception time tˆ1i and the associated RSS value RS S 1i of the received signal
for the following processing procedures. Consequently, the local information recorded at the
device i after successful signal matching regarding the target transmitter can be written as
I1i = (tˆ1i , tˆ1CN , RS S 1i , RS S CN
1 )

(5.3)

Since a group of devices even close to each other will receive signals via dynamic communication environments, multipath propagation effect will pose noticeable influence on the
target signal analysis. In this case, each local device might receive the same signal multiple
times continuously with similar data information at slightly different time instants, leading to
confusion and inaccuracy of the signal matching. To tackle this issue, the most straightforward
and effective approach is to sort all matched signals based on the reception time at the local
devices and select the earliest one while ignoring the rest. Although it cannot guarantee that
the effect of multipath communication is eliminated, the observation bias and estimation error
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Figure 5.3: An example of the PHY packets of CN with regard to the signal transmitted from
the target transmitter adopting IEEE 802.11ac protocol. The synchronization-related information is contained in the data field as ICN .
induced is minimized. The final recorded matching time at each device i can be further written
as
tˆ1i = min{tˆ1i (k)}

(5.4)

where k denotes a series of observation instants that the target signal is matched at the local
device.

5.3.3

Passive Offset Estimation

Passive network synchronization of each device is achieved by eliminating the estimated clock
offset passively according to the concurrent observation difference between its local information and CN. In achieving passive offset estimation, all devices only need to stay listening to the
broadcasting signals transmitted from the surrounded devices. Only CN will be responsible for
actively coordinating and transmitting temporal information as the references for other nodes.
A group of devices nearby the target transmitter can have slightly different observation instants on the same signal, shown as the group 1 in Fig. 5.4. Each device will be associated with
a unique record due to its clock offset and the observation bias on the target signal defined by
CN. The generation time at transmitter 1 and the local observation time at each device regarding the target signal is listed in Table 5.1, where the local observation instants are different,
affecting by various issues including the distance between each device and transmitter 1. For a
small-scale network, it is rational to assume that the same signal can be received at each device
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almost simultaneously with a negligible error.
Table 5.1: The timestamps for signal generated by the first target transmitter recorded at distributed devices
Node
Timestamp

Transmitter 1 CN

N1

N2

...

Nm

tˆ1CN

tˆ11.1

tˆ11.2

...

tˆ11.m

t1

Inspired by the fact that the local clock offset will affect the observation instants, CN will
transmit its observation time tˆ1CN on the target signal to its neighboring devices. Based on the
information, device i can compare its local observation timestamp t1i in discovering the clock
offset, given by
oi = tˆ1i − tˆ1CN

(5.5)

which will be used to calibrate its local clock so that passive synchronization can be achieved
without explicit resource consumption at device i.
However, in the case that all nodes in one area are distantly distributed, the difference of
the signal propagation time will lead to an obvious observation bias, meaning that each device
even with an accurate clock will have its own observation time for the target signal. By simply
assuming every device can observe the same signal simultaneously will cause synchronization
error as an inevitable consequence. Affected by the difference of the propagation distance, the
updated offset of device i compared to CN can be estimated as
n
ôi = tin − tCN
−

dci
c

(5.6)

where c is the transmission speed of an electromagnetic signal, while dci is the relative difference between the distance of CN and device i with respect to their common target transmitter.

5.4

Global Synchronization and Performance Enhancement

With the expansion of the IIoT network scale, local passive synchronization is insufficient to
guarantee the overall performance of the clock behavior due to the long propagation distance
and limited communication range. As a consequence, proper mechanisms should be adopted
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Figure 5.4: Time information for every device in a network corresponding to each concurrent observation. The interactive nodes are aware of more common observations compared to
isolated nodes.
in enhancing the global synchronization performance.

5.4.1

Propagation Effect Compensation

Due to the distributed deployment of IIoT devices in large-scale industrial systems, observation
bias will be inevitably induced, which will cause inaccuracy during offset estimation. Depending on the network scale, this inaccuracy can be tiny as microsecond with a distance of tens
of meters, or a few milliseconds if the distance increases to kilometers. Therefore, distance
compensation is necessary to enhance observation accuracy. The location-awareness for the
IIoT devices is different due to their heterogeneity in terms of mobility, cost, and functionality. For instance, in the smart transportation subsystem, every node is typically equipped with a
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location-aware unit, e.g., GPS, the distance between each device and their selected target transmitter can be accurately estimated. However, for devices without costly GPS units or deployed
in indoor and underground environments, other methods for calculating the relative distance
should be adopted. Since these devices are normally assigned to perform routine tasks with
steady objectives, schedules, and places, it is reasonable to assume that their locations are fixed
in most of their life cycles.

Since the target signals are always transmitted with the corresponding receive signal strength
(RSS) values during information exchange, the RSS values can be used to compensate for the
effect of distance [109] according to the fact that each device can calculate the approximate
distance to the target transmitter based on the RSS value. However, due to the dynamic environment and inaccurate propagation modeling, the distance estimated based on the RSS values
obtained will be less accurate, which is one of the main reason of the synchronization error after
adopting the proposed PANSO scheme. To be more specific on the RSS-based relative distance
estimation, CN will deliver the RSS value for the received signal from the target transmitter
together with the time information to its subordinates, as shown in Fig. 5.5. By assuming the
fixed devices follow the free space propagation model during their communication, the relation between the distance and the corresponding RSS value can be obtained, while the distance
between the target transmitter and CN can be calculated by
Rc = A0 − 10nlg(dc )

(5.7)

and the distance for the device i can be similarly written as
Ri = A0 − 10nlg(di )

(5.8)

where n is the path loss factor affected by the environment and A0 is the transmission power
from the target transmitter. dc and di are the distances from the transmitter to CN and local
devices, respectively. According to (5.7) and (5.8), the difference between the two distances
can be obtained as
dci = dc − di

(5.9)
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Figure 5.5: The critical information transmission in terms of observation instants and RSS
values between the common target transmitter and two devices, where the difference of the
distance will induce synchronization error.
so that the offset estimation can be further updated from (5.6).

5.4.2

Reference Time Expansion

By calibrating the estimated offset ôi for each local device, the nodes around CN can be synchronized accurately. However, for a large network with massive nodes which cannot receive
the same signal from a common target transmitter, global synchronization cannot be achieved
with only the coordinator node. To efficiently disseminate the reference time throughout the
entire network without reducing the clock accuracy for the distantly distributed devices, multiple node are selected for reference clock expansion in Phase III of the proposed scheme. Since
interactive nodes (IN) can receive signals from multiple transmitters in different areas, some of
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them are assigned as relay nodes (RN) according to Algorithm 4.

To be more specific, one of the nodes with higher computation capability and accurate clock
generations is selected as the coordinator, which will also be responsible for generating global
time reference in accomplishing the proposed network synchronization. Since CN might only
belong to a single subsystem, other devices are necessary to disseminate the reference clock
information to achieve global synchronization for a large-scale network. Initially, all devices in
the network will listen to the broadcasting signal from the surrounded transmitters and upload
the received transmitter ID to the cloud center. If more than one IDs of the target transmitters
are recorded at the cloud center for a single device, it will be marked as an IN, and one of the
INs will be randomly selected as the relay node (RN) to expand the time reference if multiple
INs exist between any two subsystems. Due to the randomness of the initial RN election, successive RN selection and filtering mechanisms are necessary to guarantee the accomplishment
of global synchronization. Finally, all other devices will only need to passively synchronize
to the received time reference without expending the limited network resources on explicit
synchronization processes.

After the selection process, RNs will be responsible for defining succeeding target signals
and deliver the associated temporal information to the neighboring areas. As shown in Fig. 5.4,
the selected RNs are aware of the information from multiple target transmitters, while isolated
nodes can only sense partial information due to lack of connectivity. Consequently, RNs can
expand the reference time gradually in achieving global synchronization. For the isolated node
i within the jth group, its local clock offset can be calculated as
oi =

tˆjj.i

−

t˜jj−1

=

tˆjj.i

−

t˜11

−

j−1
X

(oRN
k + τk )

(5.10)

k=1

where oRN
k is the local clock offset for each RN compared to the clock reference and τk is the
interval between each two common signal observations, which can be accurately calculated by
each RN.
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Algorithm 4 Cloud-Assisted Initial Node Arrangement
1: Cloud select one node with high-quality clock as the coordinator node (CN)
2:

for Every target transmitter m in its subsystem do

3:

Broadcast its identification IDm to surrounding devices

4:

for Each of its belonging devices do

5:
6:

Record IDm and upload to cloud center
end for

7:

end for

8:

for Each device in the system i do

9:
10:

Cloud center calculate its uploading times ki
if ki > 1 then

11:

Mark it as an interactive node (IN)

12:

Record uploaded transmitters as neighboring transmitters

13:
14:
15:

else
Mark it as an isolated node
end if

16:

end for

17:

for Each neighboring transmitter do

18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:

if Only one IN exists then
Mark it as the relaying node (RN)
else
Randomly select one IN as RN
end if
end for
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PCA-Assisted Reliability Enhancement

Another important issue in Phase IV is the robust synchronization provisioning under various
security and reliability issues during synchronization in hostile industrial environments. Lacking security-related mechanisms can lead to untrustworthy clock information expansion and
potential inconsistent cooperation among the connected devices. Since principal component
analysis (PCA) is effective in investigating abnormal behaviors, in this section, a PCA-assisted
scheme is designed to enhance the synchronization reliability among the involved devices.
Moreover, due to the fact that the performance of PCA algorithms are affected by the network
issues severely, it will be beneficial to consider a series of historical concurrent observations,
which is not significantly affected by the network conditions, as the core of the successive
analysis.
Principal component analysis (PCA) is a commonly used mathematical tool to analyze the
collected massive data and establish the corresponding predictive model [110] [111]. Consequently, PCA is powerful in detecting anomalous data and unreliable behaviors in applications
with a large amount of temporal correlated data. For the synchronization-related timestamps,
as the cloud center will perform the reliability enhancement scheme, it will collect the observation timestamp at the kth physical phenomenon from each node i as tˆki and its corresponding
relay timestamp as t˜k1 , so that the relative clock offset can be calculated as
oik = tˆki − t˜k1

(5.11)

while the relative skew between node i and its relay node can be estimated by
α̂ik =

i
tˆki − tˆk−1
1
t˜k1 − t˜k−1

(5.12)

Due to the uniqueness of each clock skew and the effect of external operating temperature on
the clock oscillation frequency as validated in [12], the estimated clock skew can be used as a
critical evidence for detect abnormality of the clocks. Together with the local temperature for
the node denoted by T ki , a 4 × k matrix can be formulated as Xi for the node i with 4 physical
observations and k samples, i.e.,
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(5.13)

Thereby, the raw data matrix Xi should be transformed into a new coordinate subsystem by
Wi = Qi Xi

(5.14)

where Qi is the transformation matrix and Wi is the corresponding projection referred as score
matrix. Since the time information and temperature information have different scales, data normalization should be adopted to mitigate the effect. Therefore, a zero-mean and unit-variance
matrix X̂i for each node is obtained, which can be used to derive the covariance matrix by
C Xi =

1
∗
X̂i X̂i
n−1

(5.15)

where ∗ is the conjugate transpose operator.
According to the calculated covariance matrix, its eigenvalue and eigenvector can be obtained by
Vi = Ui −1 C Xi Ui

(5.16)

where Vi is the diagonal matrix with eigenvalues and Ui is the matrix of the eigenvectors of
C Xi , respectively. By selecting the a few largest columns in Ui as the principal components,
the original eigenvalue matrix Vi and eigenvector matrix Ui can be reduced to V̂i and Ûi , with
the principal components, i.e., the most dominant parts. By selecting the principal parts of
the eigenvector matrix as the transformation matrix Qi , the projection of the raw data can be
described as
T

Ŵi = Qi X̂i = Ûi Ûi

(5.17)

Consequently, the residual value, namely, the remaining value after extracting the principal
components, can be obtained as
e Xi = X̂i − Qi T Ŵi

(5.18)
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based on which a SPE score for each local device can be calculated as the criteria for anomalous
timestamps detection, given by
S PEi =

q
eTX e Xi
i

(5.19)

Since S PEi score after principal extraction is typically very small, any induction of anomalous
timestamps will result in a huge fluctuation, based on which the corresponding local device can
be diagnosed as unreliable. The real-time S PEi value will be calculated and compared to the
historical score S PE i , so that any newly collected timestamps meet the corresponding criteria
will be reported by the cloud center as unreliable, which is given by
S PEi (t) − S PE i > ρi σS PE

(5.20)

where σS PE is the standard deviation of the S PE score for the historically collected data while
ρi is the threshold for determining the abnormality.
In terms of any unreliable nodes are detected, synchronization will be still performing,
however, the reference time information will not be delivered to the unreliable node to enhance
the overall synchronization reliability. Meanwhile, relay nodes should be reselected from the
normal devices to avoid unexpected deterioration of the synchronization performance.

5.5

Performance Evaluation

In this section, a series of simulations are conducted to evaluate the performance of the proposed PANSO scheme from several aspects, including the distance-compensated clock offset
estimation, reference time expansion, and reliability enhancement with abnormal timestamps
during network synchronization.

5.5.1

Simulation Settings

In this simulation, a total number of 40 nodes are randomly deployed in a large industrial environment of 3000m×2000m, where the distance between two nodes in one group can range from
30m to 1000m. Surrounded by the 40 nodes, there are 3 target transmitters that can transmit
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Figure 5.6: The distribution of the devices with three target transmitters in the proposed system.
One CN and multiple INs exist in the network.

and broadcast wireless signals to their neighboring nodes occasionally. The distribution of the
devices are shown in Fig. 5.6, where CN is selected by the cloud center prior to the simulation.
Meanwhile, there are multiple INs between each two groups, which can receive the broadcast
information from more than one target transmitters. Two relay nodes will be further selected
from the available INs during reference time expansion phase. The simulations will be initiated
by the CN in terms of the concurrent observation selection within its local group of devices,
which surrounds the same target transmitter.
Moreover, to evaluation the effect of unreliable issues in terms of internal malfunctions of
the IIoT devices and external malicious attacks, three kinds of different abnormalities that can
lead to anomalous timestamps are considered, namely, inner malfunction, delay attacks, and
tempering attacks, which are listed in Table 5.2 for definition and mathematical expressions.
More specifically, external attacks are contrary to internal malfunctions, where the faulty times-
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Table 5.2: Three kinds of abnormal behaviors considered in the simulation evaluation Subsection 5.5.4.
Types of

Descriptions

Unreliability

Quantitative
Expression

Internal

Unexpected skew variation

malfunctions

with environmental changes

Delay

Delayed timestamps are delivered

attacks

by the malicious relay nodes

Tampering

Fake timestamps are transmitted

attacks

by the abnormal devices

ηi = γηi
tik = tik − dm
tik = tmk

tamps are caused by the physical damage or interference of the enclosed crystal oscillator. The
corresponding consequent of the internal malfunctions is the abnormal sensitivity of the enclosed oscillator to the environmental variations, where ηi is the temperature sensitivity factor
for node i and γi reflects the degree of abnormality. Moreover, two types of external attacks are
respectively considered while each of them will deteriorate the trustworthy of the timestamps
delivered. On the one hand, malicious relay nodes will take advantage of delay attacks to transmit outdated timestamps to the local devices that are waiting for reference time information.
By synchronizing with delayed timestamps, the clock accuracy cannot be improved as one of
the direct consequents. Meanwhile, since the delayed timestamps are generated by the same
clock, some of the existing powerful mechanisms that relies on the accurate clock modeling
in dealing with malicious nodes, e.g., [112], may be impotent in addressing the issue. On the
other hand, tampering attacks will be harmful for both local devices and relay nodes since their
observation instants recorded can be manipulated so that the offset estimation and succeeding
synchronization will be totally inaccurate. The synchronization performance under tampering
attacks will be random and unpredictable due to the injection of unreliable timestamps.
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Table 5.3: Receive-signal-strength-based distance estimation accuracy for three groups of devices.

5.5.2

Real Avg.

EST Avg.

EST bias EST bias

distance (m)

distance (m)

(m)

(µs)

Group 1

250.40

260.95

10.55

0.035

Group 2

365.29

368.92

3.62

0.012

Group 3

136.90

132.17

4.73

0.016

Distance-Compensated Offset Estimation

The most fundamental part of synchronization is the estimation of the clock offset for the
distributed devices within the network compared to the reference time, as well as the timely
elimination of the clock offset. Typically, one of the critical criteria for determining the synchronization performance is the averaged clock error among the involved devices throughout
the network operation. In the proposed PANSO scheme, clock offset is estimated by comparing the timestamps of the locally matched observation and the received target signal at each
local device with corresponding distance compensation based on the associated RSS values, as
given in (5.6). As analyzed in Section 5.4.3, the effect of propagation delays will lead to inevitable observation bias if the location of each device is unknown, which will further result in
significant synchronization inaccuracy. As a consequence, RSS-based method is adopted in the
proposed scheme to address this issue, where the relative distances from the target transmitter
to its neighboring devices are calculated according to the RSS values when the target signals
are locally received, in accordance with (5.7) to (5.9).
The distance estimation accuracy prior to clock calibration is shown in Table 5.3, where
the distance from each local device to its belonging target transmitter is different due to the
random deployment, leading to an averaged distance in each group ranging from around 100m
to 400m. According to the RSS values obtained from the target signals, the estimated averaged
distances are very close to the ground truth, with only a few meters as the estimation bias. As
a consequence, the estimation bias in terms of the propagation time is much smaller than 1µs,
meaning that the effect of estimation bias on the synchronization performance can be negligible
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Figure 5.7: The evolution of clock errors after adopting PANSO with three different triggering
frequencies. Compared to the conventional active synchronization methods, the passive one
only requires a very small number of interactions for various triggering frequencies.

for further the clock calibration.
After adopting the proposed RSS-based distance compensation method, the clock calibration can be achieved among the first group of devices based on the reference time provided by
CN. As shown in Fig. 5.7, clock errors can be accurately calibrated and almost eliminated after
triggering the passive synchronization actions. Meanwhile, a higher triggering frequency can
result in a better synchronization performance in terms of the achievable accuracy in long-term
operations. For example, with a triggering frequency of 5s, sub-microsecond synchronization
performance is attainable for a group of devices, while a synchronization frequency of 180s can
stop the averaged clock error exceeding 150 µs. Therefore, application-oriented synchronization can be provisioned with controllable clock accuracy to avoid overwhelming synchroniza-
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Figure 5.8: The comparison for the averaged achievable clock accuracy among each group of
devices in three situations considering different distance-related strategies. RSS-based method
can greatly enhance the clock accuracy.
tion processes. Moreover, compared to the conventional synchronization methods that hinge
on frequent explicit interactions, e.g., PTP, PANSO can achieve accurate clock calibration with
significantly reduced interactions for all IIoT devices. As a direct consequence, the uncertain network conditions will have a less significant effect on the synchronization performance,
while more network resources can be saved for other critical industrial applications.

5.5.3

Reference Time Expansion

After achieving a consensual clock for a group of devices, global synchronization should be
subsequently performed with the assistance of the relay nodes. For each group of devices, the
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Figure 5.9: The expansion of time reference for three areas assisted by the relay nodes. Global
synchronization is achieved gradually with minor residual offset after synchronization.

proposed RSS-based distance compensation scheme should be adopted in advance to enhance
the offset estimation accuracy. As shown in Fig. 5.8, a simulation is conducted to compare
the performance of the proposed PANSO scheme with three different types of location-related
situations, namely, aware of accurate location of each device, RSS-based distance compensation method, and without considering the effect of propagation time. It can be observed that,
for all three groups of devices, the clock errors for the case with accurate location information is the smallest, while PANSO adopting RSS-based distance compensation approach can
reduce the clock error by a few microseconds, which is a significant improvement for accurate
synchronization. Moreover, it indicates that with more steady communication environments
or GPS-embedded devices in outdoor situations, the achievable clock errors can be further
reduced since the distance estimation accuracy will be enhanced.
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With the distance information estimated, global synchronization can be achieved accordingly, which is illustrated in Fig. 5.9. Since there are three neighboring areas required to be
synchronized, the network synchronization is achieved gradually with the reference time expansion. Initially, the PANSO is conducted in the first group where CN is selected, while the
averaged clock error within the first group will dramatically drop after clock calibration. Then
the inter-group time reference expansion is conducted by the selected RNs, and other groups
of devices will be synchronized accordingly. Therefore, the averaged clock errors for the three
groups will reduce in different time instants and the overall averaged clock error will appear
a decrement three times. The accomplishment of global synchronization throughout the IIoT
network is achieved at the end, where all devices are accurately synchronized based on the
clock offsets locally calculated. After global synchronization, there will be a minor clock error remaining and increasing, which is due to the calculation error and the effect of the clock
skew. This residual issue will increase the clock errors in the long-term operation so that periodic clock calibrations are necessary to limit the residual offset within the application-oriented
expectations.

5.5.4

Unreliable Node Detection

The reliability and security during synchronization can be affected by a wide range of issues,
as illustrated in Table 5.2. Both the internal and external issues will lead to the anomalous
timestamps during information exchange, causing unexpected synchronization errors especially when the relay nodes are unreliable.
PCA-assisted clock information analysis mechanism is adopted in the cloud center for both
the abnormal nodes detection and reliable RNs selection. Any nodes with an uncommon time
information will be regarded as unreliable, while only reliable INs will be selected as RNs for
reference time expansion. The performance of the proposed PCA-assisted scheme is demonstrated in Fig. 5.10 based on the temporal information uploaded from the local devices. Specifically, the effectiveness of the detection scheme is denoted by true positive rate (TPR), which is
the ratio of the correct detection rc and the overall anomalous instants M p . TPR for each local
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Figure 5.10: The performance of the proposed PCA-assisted unreliable node detection. With
more unreliable nodes and higher detection threshold, the detection precision is increased with
slightly increased false positive cases.

device can be calculated by
T PR =

rc
rc
= PN p ,S p
Mp
Ci (t j )

(5.21)

i=1, j=1

where Ci (t j ) is the clock generation at the instant j of the device i. N p and S p are the total
number of positive cases, i.e., anomalous devices and instants, respectively. It can be observed
from Fig. 5.10 that, with the increment of the detection threshold ρ, the detection precision is
enhanced accordingly. In other words, more unreliable devices can be successfully discovered
by setting a stricter condition when the PCA-assisted scheme is adopted. However, a stricter
condition will lead to false positive (FP) cases, i.e., normal devices incorrectly detected as
anomalies. The false positive rate (FPR) in the proposed study is defined as the ratio of the FP
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Figure 5.11: The improvement of clock accuracy after adopting the PCA-assisted unreliable
node detection. The enhancement can be more significant if unreliable relay nodes are successfully detected.

reports re and the total number of normal instants Mn during the simulation period S t , given by
FPR =

re
rt − rc
=
Mn Nt S t − M p

(5.22)

where rt and Nt and the total number of anomaly reports and total number of devices in the
network, respectively. It can be observed that the FPR is slightly increased with a stricter
detection threshold, while the largest FPR is still lower than 0.5%, indicating that a reliable
detection accuracy without overwhelming false alarms is achieved. Therefore, in this scheme,
a stricter detection is preferred so that more unreliable devices can be successfully detected and
the synchronization performance can be enhanced accordingly.
By utilizing the PCA-assisted detection scheme according to the historically recorded ob-
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servation instants, various unreliable devices can be filtered so that future synchronization can
be achieved with trustworthy nodes. The improvement of the synchronization performance is
shown in Fig. 5.11, where it can be seen that an isolated node with error message will lead to
the increment of the clock inaccuracy while unreliable RNs will cause significant clock error
since the accurate reference time cannot be successfully expanded to the neighboring groups.
However, by adopting the proposed unreliable detection scheme, both unreliable local devices
and RNs can be effectively detected so that the clock errors are dramatically reduced. It is worth
noting that if any of the initially assigned RNs are reported as unreliable after performing the
PCA-assisted detection scheme in the cloud center, other reliable INs should be further selected as RNs to ensure the accomplishment of time information expansion and network-wide
synchronization.

5.6

Conclusion

In this chapter, a passive network synchronization scheme based on concurrent observation
was designed for large-scale industrial IoT systems to achieve synchronization without dedicated resources consumption during timestamps information exchange. To be more specific,
by processing the commonly observed physical phenomenon in a group of IIoT devices, passive clock calibration was achieved at each local device with the alignment of the observation
instants. RSS-based distance estimation method was adopted to compensate for the effect
of propagation latency, while several relay nodes were selected to expand the time reference
between the neighboring groups throughout the entire network. In addition, a PCA-assisted
detection scheme was designed at the cloud center to investigate unreliable devices based on
the historically uploaded observation instants, so that the synchronization performance under
various uncertainties and external attacks was enhanced substantially. Extensive simulations
were carried out to evaluate the improvement of the clock accuracy, synchronization efficiency,
and the effectiveness of the unreliable device detection scheme. The results illustrated that
the proposed scheme could achieve accurate clock calibrations in a passive manner and accomplish the efficient network-wide synchronization with the assistance of the relay devices
selected. Furthermore, the synchronization performance was further enhanced by adopting the
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proposed PCA-assisted scheme, which can effectively detect unreliable timestamps resulted
form various kinds of abnormalities.

Chapter 6
Conclusion and Future Work
6.1

Conclusion

With the extensive development of the IoT systems and their associated enabling technologies
in industrial environments, industrial IoT (IIoT) systems are formed as one of the cornerstones
in the accomplishment of industry 4.0. By integrating IIoT systems with traditional industrial
systems in various application scenarios, the novel systems established can benefit from the
ubiquitous connections among the involved IIoT devices as well as the pervasive deployment
of sensing devices, which can provide exhaustive real-time information that can be applied to
a wide range of applications. Diversified subsystems, including smart supply chain, advanced
manufacturing system, and wireless sensor and actuator networks, can be established accordingly with the involved IIoT devices and the communication and interconnection among them.
More complicated applications will hinge on the coordination and cooperation among different
subsystems, leading to the stringent requirement on seamless connection, coherent collaboration, and accurate synchronization, for any devices assigned with collaborative tasks. As one
of the prerequisites to support cohesion and coherence within the entire IIoT system, accurate
clock synchronization can ensure the temporal alignment of the information transmitted so that
the accuracy of data analysis and task scheduling can be enhanced. Traditional end-to-end
clock synchronization protocols typically achieve clock calibration by frequently exchanging
packets containing timestamps, while their intrinsic drawback in terms of resource-consuming
and latency-sensitive will become exacerbated by the involvement of massive IIoT devices in
128
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large-scale networks. Moreover, the design of clock synchronization protocols in IIoT systems is even more challenging due to the more complicated operating environment, intricate
cross-standard communications, and demand for guaranteed security. This thesis investigated
the design of IIoT-oriented clock synchronization protocols that can: 1). reduce resource consumption during clock synchronization without sacrificing the synchronization accuracy by
analyzing timestamps generated at each clock, 2). obtain a better understanding of the inherent
characteristics of each clock so that the situation-awareness can be achieved, and 3). secure the
involved devices and their associated timestamps to tackle external malicious attacks and inner malfunctions during clock synchronization. Meanwhile, a digital twin-assisted platform is
established to improve the efficiency of information exchange and the overall synchronization
performance.
The primary contributions of this thesis and the corresponding conclusions are summarized
as follows:
In Chapter 2, a comprehensive review of clock synchronization in IIoT systems has been
conducted. Some synchronization-related preliminaries, including clock model and traditional
synchronization procedures, were introduced first as some of the technical backgrounds. Different from conventional end-to-end synchronization techniques, there are multiple novel challenges in industrial environments, e.g., the cost-efficient and secure synchronization protocol
design as well as the clock uncertainty induced from the operating environment. The effect of
the diverse operating environment on the clock synchronization behavior was analyzed and
summarized as well. According to these more stringent requirements, extensive literature
reviews are conducted to investigate the existing methods in addressing each of the issues.
Afterward, as one of the most promising enablers to achieve accurate and intelligent clock
synchronization in IIoT systems, an introduction to digital twin and the survey of the relevant
applications that are related to our research are given at the end.
In Chapter 3, an intelligent clustering-based distributed synchronization protocol is proposed for local area industrial IoT systems to achieve reliable, packet efficient, and secure
clock synchronization. To be specific, the overall synchronization process consists of two
phases. The first phase is responsible for initial skews correction and offsets compensation.
After the first phase, all clocks will operate in the same frequency with different drift rates.
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In the second phase, all nodes in the network are grouped into several clusters according to
their VRS values, which is relevant to their clock quality and the environment. One of the
nodes is selected as the chief cluster head to provide reference time while several cluster heads
are elected, acting as connectors between the CCH node and cluster members. Different from
simultaneous synchronization, in the proposed scheme, nodes with a high-quality clock are
synchronized less frequently than those with an unstable clock. Meanwhile, according to their
VRS values, a fault detection algorithm is also developed to overcome malicious attacks during
synchronization processes. Simulation results proved that the proposed clock synchronization
protocol could achieve a better performance in terms of accuracy and resource consumption.
Furthermore, the proposed fault detection algorithm is capable of detecting harmful attacks and
improving clock accuracy.
A digital-twin-enabled intelligent clock skew estimation and distributed synchronization
approach had been proposed in this chaper to compensate for the effect of complicated environments on the heterogeneous oscillators in industrial IoT systems. A comprehensive digital
twin model of each clock had been established by modeling the effect of external operating
environments on the clock drift. By adopting the established virtual model at each device,
the distributed local clock skews were compensated adaptively. Compared to the traditional
clock synchronization approaches where clock skews are calculated frequently during network
operation, the proposed method can avoid unnecessary and excessive packet exchange benefiting from a better understanding of clock behavior under different operating environments.
The proposed digital-twin-enabled synchronization approach accomplished much higher clock
accuracy with fewer packets required during network operation. Meanwhile, the performance
improvements were even more significant under challenging network conditions, indicating
that the proposed method is less sensitive to the packet delay variation and the dynamic operating environment for maintaining higher clock accuracy.
In this chapter, a passive clock synchronization scheme based on concurrent observations
was designed to achieve undetectable synchronization without dedicated resources consumption during timestamps information exchange. The proposed synchronization scheme consists
of two parts, namely, commonly observed signal processing to achieve passive clock synchronization and unreliable device detection to enhance synchronization performance against
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security issues. To be more specific, a common signal was defined by the coordinator node to
provide an opportunity for distributed devices to observe and compare their observation instants
so that clock calibration can be achieved accordingly. RSS-based distance estimation method
was adopted to compensate for the effect of propagation latency, while interactive nodes were
selected to expand the time reference within the whole network. Moreover, a PCA-assisted
detection scheme was designed at the cloud center to investigate unreliable devices, so that the
synchronization performance can be enhanced substantially. Extensive simulations were carried out to evaluate the improvement of the clock accuracy and the effectiveness of unreliable
device detection. The results illustrated that the concurrent observation-based approach can
achieve accurate synchronization with the assistance of the interactive nodes. Furthermore, the
synchronization performance can be further enhanced by adopting the proposed PCA-assisted
scheme, which can detect various kinds of unreliable behaviors effectively.

6.2

Future Work

The technical issues on distributed clock synchronization in industrial IoT systems have been
addressed in the thesis, where several intelligent-enhanced mechanisms are adopted to improve
the synchronization performance from different perspectives. Many other challenges are still
required to be investigated and addressed to further enhance the performance not only for the
clock synchronization but also for the entire IIoT systems. The current research proposed
in this thesis can be extended from several aspects, while some of the future research directions are identified and summarized in this section, including secured clock synchronization
in IIoT systems, cross-standard clock synchronization, synchronization-assisted accurate data
analytics, and digital twin platform-enabled collaborations. Details of these topics are given as
follows:
• Security issues in distributed clock synchronization are still worth to be investigated
based on the current studies proposed in this thesis. There are a wide variety of security requirements to be addressed, including clock identification and authorization during
clock information dissemination, encryption of control command, hop-by-hop security
guarantee, as well as security association. Different physical layer security and autho-
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rization methods can be utilized during clock synchronization with the assistance of previously recorded information. Meanwhile, supporting security mechanisms at devices
with limited computing and communication resources is also a challenging topic, which
can be considered as a potential topic.

• Generally, resource-constrained devices are densely deployed in large-scale IIoT systems for ubiquitous sensing and seamless interconnections. The temporal consistency of
the sensed data is necessary for the subsequent data analytics, but some of the devices
may lack power or opportunity to exchange timestamps for accurate clock calibration.
Based on this observation, novel synchronization schemes can be designed without posing burdens on the end-devices. A potential topic can be conducted based on the idea that
a remote location, e.g., edge devices, can analyze the delivered data and the associated
timestamps, based on which the clock inaccuracy among distributed devices can be predicted in advance so that the data can be corrected accordingly. The accuracy of the data
analysis and network overhead will be significantly reduced by adopting this scheme.
• Multi-hop and cross-standard clock synchronization are always challenging due to the
involvement of a large number of heterogeneous devices and the accumulated network
latency. For a large scale IoT system, both the synchronization accuracy and efficiency
will be dramatically reduced by simply adopting the traditional point-to-point synchronization methods. Although this thesis proposed three different network-wide clock synchronization schemes, their practicality might be degraded due to the lack of considering
dedicated communication standard, e.g., IEEE 802.11ac and IEEE 802.15.4. A generic
synchronization scheme that can be used in and between different protocols is required
to be designed in the short future.
• Due to the dynamic inherent to the industrial IoT systems, there might be devices adding
or disappearing from the current network, leading to the change of network topology.
Meanwhile, for typical wireless sensor networks, broadcasting is a very commonly used
communication method to transmit information throughout the network, which can help
to reduce the network overhead. However, the current scheme proposed is achieved
with packet-switching-based method without considering the dynamic of the topology.
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Considering the design of topology discovery by utilizing the power of broadcasting
might be beneficial to further enhanced the synchronization performance.
• In this thesis, a digital twin-enabled platform is established for achieving clock synchronization. However, such a platform will be even more useful for complex systems with
heterogeneous devices and different applications. Networked control systems, which are
enabled by accurate clock synchronization, can benefit from the establishment of the
digital twin platform. The seamless collaboration and coordination among distributed
devices and plants will be enabled by the involvement of their virtual counterparts so
that the overall performance can be enhanced. The integration of digital twin platform
and controller design will be one of the interesting topics.
• Accurate network synchronization plays a critical role in a wide variety of research
fields, for example, simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) in multi-agent systems [113]. The precisely timestamped data packets are essential in supporting mutual
comprehension, while the temporal misalignments among the involved robots will inevitably induce localization and mapping error during data processing. With the accurately synchronized agents throughout the large-scale systems, the distributed data packets delivered can be effectively fused for constructing the entire map efficiently. Moreover, in virtue of the accurate temporal alignment and improved consistency among the
distributed agents, their local timelines can be utilized as the unified reference to track the
distributed events. Therefore, a more informative construction with dynamically updated
location and event knowledge can be achieved to support holistic situation-awareness in
the long-term operation.
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